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Inside the News

Sports

OpitllOn • Weisbrod discusses male anatomy

Freshman Orlando Rogers,
starting defensive back for
the Falcons, is spotlighted.

CcimpilS • French House hosts cultural dinner
City • Jack Hartman lays out campaign platform
World • Serbs pull back, leaving lines stabalized
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NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Project
on hold
for fall

Volume 84, Issue 15

Noe resigns;
appointed to
state board

Just "Stairin'"

No networks
for Anderson

Jay Young
The BC News

Jay Young
The BC News

The presence of students and
the absence of enough staff will
prevent the planned computer
networking project in Anderson
Hall from being completed this
fall.
Anderson Hall was slated to be
networked sometime this fall,
but has been put on hold.
"There are some technical and
A construction worker sits on the steps of Williams Hall Wednesday
logistical issues that we ran
stairs had to be repaired.
into," said Richard Hughes, associate director of Student Housing and Residence Programs.
"There is some hope of getting it
done in the future. I don't know
that we will be able to do it in the
near future, meaning this year."
In a letter to the residents of
Anderson, Hughs explained the
Jay Young
problem.
The BC News
"The current telephone wiring
University Student Legal Ser- people in Ward One prohibits
in Anderson Hall does not meet
the specification necessary to vices has filed a lawsuit against equal representation for stuprovide network connections," the City of Bowling Green for dents.
Hughes said. "Correcting this what it calls a student's fair right
"We want the ward system
problem would require an exten- to representation in city changed because we feel the students are warped into one ward
sive overhaul of the wiring government.
The complaint is based on the and it dilutes their voting
system which, in turn, could result in extended interruptions of city's four ward system. Bowling power," Fleming said. "When you
Green is governed by a combina- have four wards, basically the
tion ward and at-large system, in Constitution says you should
See NETWORK, page six.
which one council member is have equal population in each
elected from each of the four ward."
wards and three council memA trial has been set by a United
bers are elected at-large.
States magistrate judge for Oct.
The University, which is lo- 17 at 9 am. in Toledo. Fleming
cated in Ward One, is home to 45 said the case, which was filed on
percent of Bowling Green's pop- behalf of Joe Regensberger and
ulation, according to the 1990 Ed Long, centers around the fact
census. Rodney Fleming, Student students are included in the ciLegal Services managing attor- ty's census.
ney, said the large proportion of
"They're using the students in

Siacic MeGrew/rhc DC. News
afternoon. A hole underneath the

University Trustee Tom Noe
resigned his position at the University Tuesday after Governor
George Voinovich announced his
appointment to the Ohio Board of
Regents.
Noe will serve the remainder
of William Boyle's term, which
ends Sept. 20, 1999. Boyle resigned last week.
Noe said he was thrilled after
learning about the appointment.
"I was really excited. I have
always wanted to be on the Board
of Regents," Noe said. "I really

actively sought it during the past
10 days, and made my intentions
known to the governor because I
feel that I would be a really good
member."
Noe leaves behind a term on
the Board of Trustee that expires
May 16, 2000. Until the position is
filled by the Governor, the Board
of Trustees will conduct business
with one less voting member
than usual.
Trustee David Bryan said Noe
was a good choice for the Regents.
"My initial reaction was that it
See TRUSTEES, page six.

SLS claims system unrepresentative
Ward lawsuit filed against city of Bowling Green

Trouble
follows
Marilyn

wards around the number of registered voters rather than the
raw population," Hoffman said.
"There is a distortion created by
the fact that in the campus area
you have some 8,000 individual
people, with only a very few of
them who ever come out and
vote."
City Attorney Michael Marsh
acknowledged all citizens residing in Bowling Green are included in the census and pay a
city tax. He said the current
system is not taxation without
representation.
"Yes, there is equal representation for everyone," Marsh
said. There is no requirement for
equal representation. What is required is that you be reasonably

See WARDS, page six.

Panel covers sex relations

James Anderson
The Associated Press

CHARLOTTE AMALIE, St.
Thomas - For the second day,
Lisandra Latorre waited at a federal relief center for a tarpaulin
to cover the hole that was her
roof before Hurricane Marilyn
hit.
Again, she left empty-handed.
"We heard on the street that
they were giving out stuff," said
Latorre, 24, who lives in a housing project in the East Bay
neighborhood. "But by the time
we got here, the tarps were
gone."
While thousands of people
waited, tons of supplies flown in
by military cargo planes sat in
warehouses because there weren't enough trucks to move them
to three distribution centers on
St. Thomas, an island of 51,000
people.
Tempers frayed as islanders,
enduring a fifth day without electricity, running water and telephone service, recalled weeks of
the same hardships after Hurricane Hugo devastated the Caribbean in 1989.
While children at play began to
wilt in the 95-degree heat, Latorre watched from the shade of
a tree as about 200 people waited
in two lines at the center at the
Kirwin Terrace housing project.
One line was for boxes of prepackaged meals. The other,
longer line was for meals and
tarps. That one wasn't moving.
Latorre tried to keep her sense

counting population when it's
convenient and good for them to
get federal and state funds, but at
the same time they don't want
them to actually have a voice in
local government," Fleming said.
"I think they have concerns
about the students becoming involved in local politics and they
don't perceive the students as being real citizens in Bowling
Green."
Mayor Wes Hoffman said the
ward system is designed based
on voting patterns in the city. He
said there is absolutely no opposition to student involvement in
city politics.
"Because of the voting patterns in the city, historically, it
makes more sense to design the

close to equal, and if you are not
then there be good reasons for
that."
Marsh said making the wards
equal would "probably be an impossible task." Flemming said
the city is not close enough.
Wards one through four contain
45, 22.3, 12.4, 20.3 percent of the
population respectively.
I loffman said if raw population
were used it could result in the
few registered Ward One voters
ruling the entire ward.
"You could have a situation
where if you did it on the basis of
raw population you could have 20
or 30 people electing somebody
to the City Council," Hoffman
said. "Where as in the other
wards it would maybe take a
couple of thousand people to do

Speakers: Communication vital
for keeping relationships strong
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

A panel discussed communication between men and women
Wednesday night in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.
The program, titled "Men are
from Mars, Women are from
RIcardo Flgucroa/Al' Photo

Marie Fergos sits amidst the remains of her home Wednesday in St.
Thomas, the Virgin Islands. When Hurricane Marilyn hit last week,
Fergos and her husband Richard took shelter In a clost along with
their two children, two grandchildren and five other guests after they
saw the roof of their home fly away.
of humor. Gesturing to the short
line, she said, "See, people don't
know what the food is like. That's
why that line is so long."
Nevertheless, she said she was
thankful for the packages of
peanut butter, crackers, beef
jerky, fruit punch mix, hot sauce
and something she thought was
potato mix.
"We didn't know what it was,"
she said, adding that the packages were neither filling nor appetizing.
"The kids are not going to eat
this. They don't want it," she
said.
There was drinking water
Wednesday, but people who

didn't know they needed containers had to go home to get
something to store it.
But there was no ice, and people complained they needed it to
freeze chicken and give something cool to children suffering a
fifth day of 95-degree heat.
Latorre's mother was waiting
in line while she tended to her
son and daughter, 5-yearold Gellani and Gianelli, 6, who patted a
baby rooster as her mother
spoke.
Latorre and her mother-in-law,
Irene Crickley, monitored the
progress of the line.
See MARILYN, page six.

Venus," discussed different issues brought up in the book of
the same name by John Gray.
Jean Wright, health promotion
coordinator for the Center for
Wellness and Prevention, said
the purpose of the program was
to find out what people thought
about the different types of

communication between men and
women.
"We wanted to explore
whether there are gender differences and how to cope with them
in order to improve communication," she said. "We also wanted
to get some perspectives from
the audience, as well as the panelists."
All of the panelists said they
believed there was a difference
See PANEL, page five.

New process controls spending
Jay Young
The BG News

A little more control and responsibility will lie
with the University as it submits its capital plans
this year.
In the past if the University wanted a new building, administrators would go through a request
process. If the request was agreed to, the state legislature would automatically appropriate the
necessary funds.
University officials will still go through the
request process, but now the money will be generated through a formula for the debt service.
Bob Martin, vice president for Operations, said
the new system is similar to that of the instructional funding.
"We're going to be charged with a debt payment
on anything we choose to build," Martin said. "If
we wanted to build more than the formula will
generate, then we will have to generate the monies
ourself."

Martin said the new formula was established by
the state to make institutions more responsible for
their own projects.
"What they're trying to do is get away from the
old concept of it's basically a free building," Martin said. "The idea now is to allocate through a
formula the amount the state feels is appropriate."
Bob Waddle, Capital Planning director, said the
request process is similar but all the effects of the
new system are unclear at this point in time.
"The way we go about it might change slightly.
We tre just dealing with a different set of rules,"
Waddle said. "I think it is going to be interesting
later this fall when we find out what the Ohio
Board of Regents is sending to the Legislature."
Waddle said any major changes to the University's priorities depend on the Regents.
The University Board of Trustees approved a
$19,596,000 state-funded capital request Friday
that included seven projects. Improvements for
the Health Center as well as University, Hanna
and Moseley halls were included in the plan.
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Penises cause
too much grief
Disclaimer: If when done reading this column any of you are
motivated to write in based
merely on the fact that Hie word
"penis" is used well over a dozen
times, don't bother. Penises are
as much a part of nature as the
trees which this article was
printed on. If you're that desperate for a cause, go plant a tree. As
always, any other comments are
welcome.
He won the lottery
When he was born
-Pearl Jam
As many people out there can
tell you, being born a man in this
society, or at least being born
with a penis, undeniably has its
advantages.
But then again anybody with at
least a shred of common sense
should be able to tell you that.
But what you penisless people
out there might not know is that
having a penis also lias its disadvantages.
Sure people with penises can
pee in the woods a lot easier than
a woman - or people without penises - can ever dream of, but
there's a lot more to having a
penis than just having to be careful about how you put on your
underwear.
For example, did you know that
because I have a penis I'm expected to know everything that
there is to know about mechanical stuff - especially cars - and
how to repair them no matter
how much or how little information I'm provided about the problem?
As a matter of fact, an example
of this happened earlier today in
one of my classes when the VCR
wouldn't work.
"Hey Aaron, why don't you go
up there and fix it," a penisless
friend of mine said, apparently
figuring that because I have a
penis I am mechanically endowed.
As it ended up though, a third
party - who was penisless d managed to fix the VCR, not I.
But being a mechanical whiz is
only one of the stereotypes that
comes with having a penis.
Because I have a penis I am
also expected to be rough and
tough.
But when I thought about it, I
figured out why men feel like
they have to act tough: Do you
know how silly penises look? Men
act all tough to compensate for
the fact that they look like crippled squids when they're naked.
What also sucks about having a
penis is the fact tliat because of

it, I'm not allowed to cry during
movies. Whether it be Friday the
IJfhor Old Yeller, crying during
any movie means automatic punishment through the use of heckling and noogies by all of my
friends with penises.
And of course if someone disagrees with you, the only solution
is to solve the disagreement
through the use of your fists as
opposed to some other form of
communication.
Penises must make people

Aaron
Wfeisbrod
mean.
A lot of people claim that it has
something to do with testosterone, but as any anatomy teacher
can tell you, testosterone comes
from a location that's not too far
from the penis.
Coincidence? I think not.
But much like what happens
whenever there's an institution,
there also always will be people
who will rebel against it.
That's why I can't understand
why people don't like Lorena
Bobbit. She was just trying to
remind us all that penises can be
wielded like dangerous weapons.
If you think about it, she was
really just disarming her husband.
So next time a penisless friend
of yours starts complaining
about how he/she can't just go
and pee behind a tree, don't be
afraid to remind them that penises aren't all they're cracked up
to be.
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursday columnist for The News. This
column is respectfully dedicated
to Kerry Tausch. Any comments
can be e-mailed to aaronw@bgnet.bgsu.edu. If you sent
him stuff before, send your address to him again because he
accidentally erased them all.
Sorry.

Technology goals inconsistent
Anderson Hall residents who returned from the summer break
with the expectation of hooking
their computer into the University network have been told they
better think again. The telephone
wiring in the residence hall does
not meet the specifications
necessary to provide network
connections and the project has
been postponed indefinitely.
Going ahead with the project
would require an extensive over-

haul of the wiring system, which
might cause a lengthy interruption in telephone service.
But according to Residential
Services, now waiting a year
might not be such a bad idea
anyway. The University may be
switching from Local Talk to
Ethernet, which would make the
connections that were planned
for installation inadequate.
This seems to be a glaring error on the part of someone. A
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forward in technology is a top
priority on campus, but it doesn't
seem to be evident in these hamhanded attempts at furthering
that goal.
If expanded technology is as
important a goal as it is claimed
to be, clearly the University
needs to hire the necessary number of people to do the job and
develop some consistent objectives.
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Clinton opposes GOP cuts
This is a busy time for you. But but that's a small price to pay to
while you are choosing classes keep your scholarships, your
and making the decisions that student loans, and national serwill help you build a good life for vice safe and well. I would also
yourself, the Congressional preserve our ability to protect
majority is working to make the environment and the integdrastic cuts in education -- in rity of Medicare for our older cityour student loans, in national izens.
service and even in your scholarships. And the cuts will jeopardize the future that you and your
generation are working toward.
I want you to know that I oppose these cuts. I will do everything in my power to fight them
and to see to it that the dream of
higher education remains real
for all Americans. I will do this
not only by defending the opportunities for those of you who are
already in college, but by opening the doors further to make
sure that even greater numbers
of deserving Americans have the
Balancing the budget is about
chance to stand where you stand more than numbers. It's about
today.
our values and our future. EducaFor the first time in a long tion has always been the curtime, leaders from both parties rency of the American Dream.
are resolved that we must bal- When I was your age, it was asance the federal budget. From sumed - based on our long histothe day I took office, I've been ry - that each generation would
committed to this goal - to get- have a better life than the
ting rid of the budget deficit that preceding one. More than anyquadrupled our national debt in thing else, a good education is the
the 12 years before I came to way we pass this vision on to
Washington. So far, we have those who come after us.
made great progress. In three
The facts speak for themyears, we have cut the deficit selves. Earnings for those with
nearly in half, from $290 billion no post-secondary education
to $160 billion.
have fallen substantially in the
Now we are ready to eliminate last 15 years. The only people for
the deficit entirely. On this, the whom earnings have increased
Congressional majority and I see steadily are people exactly like
eye to eye.
you - those Americans with more
But just how we get rid of the education. Every year of higher
deficit is another matter. The education increases your earnmajority in Congress wants to ings by six to 12 percent. Those
balance the budget in seven years also mean a stronger overyears, and do it while giving an all economy and richer lives for
unnecessarily large tax cut. But those who have them.
in order to do these things, the
Balancing the budget will be
Congressional majority would good for our economy and your
make enormous cuts in educa- future if it's done right. But simtion.
ply balancing the budget won't do
My balanced budget plan us much good in the long term if
would take more years than Con- your generation does not have
gress' to eliminate the deficit, the education it needs to meet the
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majo; project such as the one
planned in Anderson should not
have been conceived with so
little foresight. The technology
budget is stretched as it is, without money being thrown carelessly at equipment that is already
predicted to be outdated within a
short period of time.
One of the main problems
seems to be lack of communicaVice President for Operations
Bob Martin has said that moving

chal leges of the next century.
Just think over what the Congressional majority's plan, if it
went through, would do to you,
your classmates and any of the
one out of two college students
who receives federal aid. It
would:
■ Raise the cost of student
loans by $10 million over seven
years by charging you interest on
your loan while you are in school.
This would increase the cost of a
college education by as much as
$3,100 for undergraduates and
$9,400 for graduate students.
■ Deny up to 360,000 lowincome students desperately
needing Pell Grants in 1996.
■ Shut down Americorps, our
national service initiative, which
gives thousands of young people
the chance to earn and save
money for college while serving
their country.
By contrast, my balanced budget plan builds on the national
consensus that we must help
people help themselves, through
the power of education. It eliminates both of our deficits: our
budget deficit and our education
deficit. My plan cuts wasteful
spending by more than $1 trillion, but it also increases investments in education by $40
billion over the next seven years.
Think over how my balanced
budget plan would help guarantee your future and all the hard
work you're about to put into it. It
will:
■ Increase funding for Pell
Grants by $3.4 billion. Almost
one million more students would
benefit from the scholarships
and we would raise the top award
to $3,128 by the year 2002.
■ Expand Americorps to let
even more young Americans
serve their communities and go
to college.
■ Protect our direct-lending
program, which makes student
loans more affordable, with more
repayment options, and saves
taxpayers, parents and students

billions of dollars.
I just returned from Pearl
Harbor, where I took part in
ceremonies marking the 50th an
niversary of the end of the Second World War. In the late 1940s,
when the veterans we honored
left their loved ones to go off and
serve their country, they were
the age most of you are now.
When they came home, the
country recognized their service
and their potential, and it responded with the G.I. Bill, which
guaranteed a college education to
every returning veteran, those
who served weren't given a handout, and they didn't want one
They were given the opportunity
they needed to take responsibility for their lives.
Your generation has its own
battles to wage. You face the
choice of doing something right
and difficult - or something easy
and wrong.
In taking on the responsibility '
of educating yourselves, you
have chosen the right and difficult path. You did the work you
had to do to get into college. You
may be working now to pay your
way, and your family may have
worked long hours and made
great sacrifices to help you get
where you are today.
You deserve the nation's support. And your future success
will likely repay our common investment. I do not accept the arguments of those who condemn
irresponsibility in young Americans and then seek to deny the
nation's helping hand to the millions of you who are doing the
right things.
I hope you'll support my
efforts to protect education and
balance the budget. The fight for
education is the fight for your future. In my life - and in the lives
of countless Americans - education has meant the difference between the impossible and the
possible. It should be true in your
lives, too. With your help, we'll
keep it that way.

Copyright © 1995 by The BG News.
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administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
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phone number and University affiliation, if any. The
BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
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ACROSS THE WORLD
Israel rejects deal

"Miracle"
Thursday

coming

Tonight at 9, Lenhart
Classic Films is offering a
screening of the 1962 Academy Award-winning film
"The Miracle Worker,"
starring Anne Bancroft and
Party Duke.
The film, which is based
on the true story of Helen
Keller, was one of the most
acclaimed films of the year.
The screening will be in
the Gish Film Theater, located in Hanna Hall. Admission is free.

Bridal fair this
weekend
The Hamada Inn in Findlay (off of I-7S/U.S. 224)
will be holding a bridal fair
this weekend.
Hundreds of gowns are
expected to be on display
and up for sale. Brand name
gowns are being offered in
sizes varying from eight to
42.
Prices are expected to be
reasonable, with the most
expensive gowns selling for
under $400 dollars.
On Saturday, the fair will
go from noon to 6 p.m. On
Sunday it will last from
noon to 4 p.m.

Professor wins award

A University music composition professor won his
10th consecutive American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers A
ward.
Dr. Wallace DePue recicved a $500 cash award in
recognition of "his original
compositions as well as recent performances of those
works," according to Marilyn Bergman, president of
ASCAP.

OVDA AIRFORCE BASE, Israel - Israel let a hijacked Iranian plane fly back to Tehran on
Wednesday, rejecting demands
to use it as a bargaining chip to
free an Israeli airman believed
held by Iran.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
said Israel decided "not to support any piracy in the air." Israel's Cabinet said the plane was
sent back "despite the hostility of
the Iranian regime toward Israel."
The Kish Air Boeing 707 left
the Ovda air base in southern Israel, escorted by two Israeli F-16
jets. It had 174 passengers and
crew aboard, including five passengers who reportedly had
asked for asylum.
It wasn't clear why Israel
would send home passengers if
they asked for asylum.
The jetliner landed at Mehrabad Airport in Tehran at 1:10
a.m.. amid cries of "Death to
America!" and "Death to Israel!"
by dozens of friends and relatives
waiting to meet the passengers,
Iranian radio reported.
"Welcome home from your imprisonment," said an announcer
as the plane touched down. The
station, monitored in Nicosia,
Cyprus, played a song in Farsi
with the words, "A beautiful bird
has returned from its journey."
Iran's Vice President Hassan
Habibi and Transportation Minister Akbar Torkan met the passengers at the steps of the plane,
the radio report said.
Sources in Tehran told The Associated Press that officials at
the airport sent home the waiting
relatives, and told them the passengers would be returned to
their homes in a few hours
The plane was hijacked Tuesday by a flight attendant en route
from Tehran to the Persian Gulf
resort island of Kish. The hijacker surrendered less than an
hour after it landed at Ovda, 18
miles north of the Red Sea resort
ofEilat.
The hijacker, identified as Jabari Rizah, 29, remained in police
custody and was to have a hearing before a judge in Eilat on

Thursday, said Eilat police
spokesman Danny Peretz.
Israel rejected Iran's demand
that the hijacker be extradited.
Israeli radio said he might eventually be handed over to the Red
Cross.

Dinosaur fossil found
NEW YORK - An amateur fossil hunter has discovered what
may be the biggest meat-eating
dinosaur known, a fearsome
beast that looked like the longtime record-holder Tyrannosaurus rex.
The creature was 41 to 43 feet
long and weighed 6 to 8 tons when
it roamed the grasslands of what
is now Argentina, scientists estimate.
It lived about 100 million years
ago, or about 30 million years before T. rex appeared, said paleontologist Rodol fo Coria of t he
Carmen Funes Museum in Neuquen, Argentina.
A bone-by-bone comparison
with remains of the largest
known specimen of T. rex
suggests that the newfound creature was slightly longer and
maybe three tons heavier, said
Coria. who reported the fossil
find with an Argentine colleague
in Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature.
"This is a monstrous animal,"
said University of Chicago
paleontologist Paul Sereno, who
has examined the newfound fossils "It's probably a bit bigger
than T. rex."
Scientists are uncertain how
big T. rex got. Estimates range
from about 40 feet to 50 feet.
The initial fossil find was made
by a local auto mechanic who
hunts dinosaur bones as a hobby.
In honor of the discoverer, Ruben
Carolini, the huge dinosaur has
been named Giganotosaurus carolinii.
Scientists have recovered
about 70 percent of the skeleton,
including parts of the 5-foot-long
skull, most of the vertebrae, both
thigh bones and curved, serrated
teeth about 8 inches long. Without
a complete skeleton scientists
can only estimate the creature's
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size.
The creature ran on its hind
legs and probably had rather
small arms, Coria said in a telephone interview.

BosniaHerzegovina - Paced with
renewed NATO resolve anil an
ironclad deadline of Wednesday,
Bosnian Serb rebels pulled back
enough heavy weapons from
around Sarajevo to keep NATO
airstrikes at bay.
In northwest Bo>iii. trout lines
appeared more St.Tie Wednesday
after a week of dramatic gains by
Muslim-led government troops
and their Croatian allies. A notorious Serb paramilitary force appeared to defend the Serb-held
city of Banja Luka, signaling that
any more territorial gains could
be met by Serb force.
Serbs allowed peacekeepers
free movement in the 12 1/2-mile
exclusion zone around the capital
Wednesday to observe withdrawal of heavy weapons.
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and
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'Save 25.2%

Freddie Falcon

Freida Falcon

Scholastic Year: Aug. 14-May 13

1 Semester Only: Aug. 14-Dec. 31

a Includes any premium channels
of your choice

a Includes any premium channels
of your choice

You Pay:
$72.00 each
Package Value $129.26
You Save:
$57.26(44 3%)
on any one premium

You Pay:
$45.00 each
Package Value: $76 83
VouSave:
$31.83(41.4%)
on any one premium

Thanks lo HBO & Cinemax tor their continued support ol these promotions!
rVV^FCON/lfvl

■> Cable services are available on a monthly fee basis.
«• Changes of service may require a fee.
•» Packages provide Basic installation - All equipment for one outlet.

This Offer Won't LastDon't Be Left In The Dark!

.*

with a
brilliant

project.
2 free

full color copies

Present this coupon and receive 2 KRKE 81/: x 11" hill color copies
on 2(1 II). while bond Kioto's requires written permission from the
copyright holder in order w reproduce any copyrighted material.
Offer is limited lo one coupon per customer. Coupon must be
presented al lime of purchase and is not valid with other offers.
Offer is valid at Bowling drew location only and expires l)/50A)S.

kinko's
Your branch office

Other $o/utions from your branch office...
▼ Accent Color Copies

▼ Computer Services

▼ Binding & Finishing

▼ Fax/Mailing Services

▼ Oversize Copies

▼ Custom Printing

«• Non-cable ready TV sets, premium channels or PPV will require a
converter with deposit.

c/3

250 weapons of the designated
ment does not affect artillery
caliber have been removed sa.d smal,er than loo-mm. meaning
a U.N. spokesman. I.t. Col Chris
,nc scrbs can still have a strong
Vernon. The withdrawal agreepresence in the zone.

Bosnian lines stable

You Pay:
«*JfeS5. $90
Package Value: $136.34
You Save:
$34.34*
(assuming use ol converter 4 remote)

'Save 24.9%
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Eyal WnnhavikyMP Photo
A hijacked Iranian lioeing-707 belonging to Kish Air is refueled at Ovda Airforcc Base in Israel's
southern Negev Desert after it lauded Tuesday. Shortly afterward the Iranian crew member who hijacked the plane surrendered lo Israeli authorities after landing. No casualties were reported.
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COMPLETE COMPUTER
WORKCENTER
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Free Coca-Cola
Bear with purchase
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Railroad Tracks

Dairy
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T Passport Photos
▼ Presentation Materials
▼ Office Stationery & Supplies

115 Railroad St,
Bowling Green ▼ 354-3977
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Paris lives at French House

CAMPUS Appetizers, desserts, music to be featured at dinner
BLOTTER

■ Late in the evening of Sept.
13, campus police received a
complaint from a resident in
Founders who said that someone
left a bothersome message on her
answering machine. The alleged
caller stated he was "tired of her
and her ways," according to the
police report.
■ Sometime around 9:30 on
Sept. 13, campus police lassoed a
man who was driving on the
sidewalk in his red Honda The
alleged concrete commuter was
n.ibbed outside of Conklin Hall
.uid given a citation.
■ Early in the morning of Sept.
13, a Founders resident received
an obscene phone call from off
campus. The caller, after a
imuse, said, "I want the liquid in
your panties," according to the
police report. The woman believes the liquid luster is a male
in his twenties.
■ At about 11 a.m. on Sept. 14,
campus police received a report
from the Centrex Building that a
..l.iii kept complaining he had lost
money in the vending machine.
According to the police report,
this was not the first time the
man has complained about the

campus machines stealing his
money. The officer on duty told
the man how unlucky he must be,
and he advised the alleged
whiner to stop using the machines.
■ Early Saturday morning,
campus police received a complaint that there was smoke in
the east second floor lounge of
Rodgers Hall. Upon arrival, the
officer found that several unknown persons had removed a
fire extinguisher from its box
and set it off in the lounge. The
alleged pyromaniacs then replaced the extinguisher.
■ Early Sunday morning, University police received a complaint from a resident in Founders who had gotten several obscene phone calls. The woman
reportedly said the first call was
from an unknown man who said
he wanted her to observe him receiving oral sex.
■ At about midnight Sunday, a
resident of Alpha Xi Delta sorority house reported that several
window screens had been ripped.
The woman said she had already
notified the building maintenance man about the shabby
screens.
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Jennifer Schab
The BC News
Residents of the French House
will offer an "Evening in Paris"
for anyone interested in escaping
from Bowling Green for a few
hours Friday night.
"The French House will be
filled with the sights and sounds
of Paris," said Sarah Wright, a
junior journalism education
major and French House resident.
The residents are creating a

DarlaWarnock
The BC News
Together, mainly for the purpose of education, the Bowling
Green Micro Users Group
(MUG) will kick off the new
scholastic year today with an Informative
meeting discussing the Internet as well
as the Apple
Computer
Downlink.
"There are
many educational aspects
of the group,"
said Waldemar
Weber, software librarian. "We
have the opportunity to sec demonstrations and to see new products."
BG MUG. which was developed in 1984, meets about
three times a semester to gain a
better understanding of micro
personal computers. Meetings

KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
is looking for a few good men who are interested in

are informational opportunities
to become educated in the world
of micro computers.
Thursday's meeting will feature Scott McBwen, president of
the Wood County Internet Council (WCIC), and focus on the establishment of the Wood County
low-cost "freenel."
"We're just about to open the
door," McEwen said.
According to McEwen, WCIC
was developed in March of this
year for the sole purpose of
bringing Internet access to Wood
County. Businesses in the area
donated the funds necessary to
purchase the equipment to be installed in the University for Internei access.
The demonstration will explain
many features concerning WCIC
as well as applications for interested parties.
"We will discuss the history of
the Internet and the council,"
McEwen said. "Also we will be
giving a demonstration of the
World Wide Web and the special
pages of local interest."
These- demonstrations are one

"We wanted to set up a magical
evening and give people something different to do on a Friday
night," Wright said. "Many people don't know about the French
House, and this is a fun way to
involve the campus."
This is the first year for the
event.

of the several benefits of joining usually help with any problems
or questions.
BG MUG, Weber said.
"You can get answers not con"Historically, computer users
help one another, and this group ditioned by advertising," he addconsists of people willing to do ed.
Features of the group include
this," he said.
the Disk of the Month and a software library. These are both
available through membership to
"Historically,
BG MUG.
Back meeting
computer users help willThebe Welcome
held Thursday night at
one another, and this 105 Olscamp Hall beginning at 8.
New members are welcome and
group consists of
encouraged to attend. Benefits of
people willing to do
joining include the disk of the
month, a software library and unthis."
limited copying privileges from
the Public Domain library. StuWaldemar Weber dent fees are $10 per year and
software librarian staff or resident fees are $20.
BG MUG is open to anyone, regardless of computer background, who is interested in
learning more about computers
and their multiple uses.
"You don't even have to have a
computer," Weber said. He
stressed that the group can

POUR
te. FLAVORS ON TAP' .gltttt*.

H%«fc
135 N MAIN

THURSDAY 9/20

353-6912
...LADIES NIGHT
HAPPY HOUR ALL NIGHT
25C WING SPECIALS TILL 9 PM

NATURAL LIGHT DRAFT!!
NOW HERE (CHEEP!!!)
BUD, BUD LIGHT & MILLER LITE
PRICES REDUCED!!!

♦ STRONG
ACADEMICS
♦ LEADERSHIP
♦ FRIENDSHIP
♦ NO HAZING
♦ LIFETIME

FRIDAY 9/21
.Band Night & GYPSE Wind
Great Happy Hour Specials
SATURDAY 9/22

.1st ANNUAL BEER OLYMPICS
I Get Youf Team Together Now!
Win: Money
Competition starts @ 3 pm
Beer
254 Wings All Day
Prizes

The Kitchen Is open Lunch & Dinner
come en|oy the best home made pl«a & subs in (own. Also great wings,
dogs & brats. More to come nexl week

Let the

BGNews
Brighten Up
Your Day!!!
AY ZIGGY Zl

AY ZIGGY Zl

R Design-A-Spiritstick >
o
Contest
NI
§ for Homecoming 1995 8
< Design must be in
UAO
Office, 3rd floor |
Union,
by Monday,
September 25.
More
Winner will be
>_ information
announced
5 available in on September 27. The
stick must then be
2 UAO Office:
done by October 11.
^2-2343
AY ZIGGY Zl AY ZIGGY Zl ^

YEARBOOK SALE!

KA, one of the largest and oldest national fraternities, is starting
a chapter at Bowling Green State University. Our fraternity was
founded to preserve the ideals of the gentleman. Those values include
gentility, chivalry, honor and gentlemanly conduct. We hope to bring
these timeless values to the campus of BGSU.
National Officers will be on campus from
September 17 - October 8, 1995 to recruit students.
Informational Session
Kohl Hall, 1st Floor Lounge
TONIGHT!!!

at 6:00 p.m.
Please call P.J. Jurack, Dave Denham or Steve Carlin
for more information.
They can be reached at Ashley Hall at 372-2565
or through the Interfraternity Council Office at 372-2846

Do Not Use Drugs
i*

is a surprise, people will have a
choice of two kinds of bread, two
kinds of cheese, two French desserts and grape juice and coffee.

Computer group hosts meeting

If you aren't interested in joining a
fraternity, how about starting one?

y 5

Parisian atmosphere with candle- the evening at 372-2671.
Most of the money will go to
light, flowers, French music and
French foods, according to cover the meal and decorations,
and some of the profit will go to
Wright.
The residents will be making French House activities.
"We want to attract people to
the food and will also be waitressing from 7 to 10 p.m. Wright the French House," French
said the event is open to anyone House director Stephanie Lysee
said. "It's just a non-French
who wants to attend.
The cost for the evening Is $4 speaking activity that's open to
per person. The cost includes ap- the entire campus, and it gives
petizers, desserts and a flower, people the opportunity to come to
and can be charged to students' the French House and taste some
bursar accounts. The French French food."
Lysee said although Uie menu
House is taking reservations for

Key
1994
1993
1992
1991

-

We currently have a limited supply
of yerbooks from past years. These
books are being sold at reduced
prices while supplies last.

$19.95
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

(Previous years also available)

Stop by the KEY office at 28 West Hall,
M-F, 9-4 or call 372-8086.
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PANEL

Signs signs

Continued from page one.

in the way women and men communicate.
One panelist, Staci, who preferred not to give her last name,
said she thought the different
communication styles are due to
men and women being socialized
differently.
Mathwon Howard, panelist,
also said socialization is a big
factor.
"Socialization comes into play
because men are not taught to
freely express how they feel." he
said.
Panelist Renee Rothgery also
said men and women communicate in different ways.
"Most women enjoy communicating, while men sometimes
need an excuse to communicate
with each other," she said.
She also said men and women
differ in how they communicate
about sex.
Nick Hennessy, panelist, said
communication styles also differ
in directness.
"Women communicate more
directly and say what is on their
minds," he said.
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Fire results in
minor damage
Aaron Gray
The BC News
A minor blaze sent several students scrambling for the parking lot
behind Uhlman's Department Store early Wednesday morning.
Firefighters extinguished a fire in an empty apartment above Elite
Repeat, 127 S. Main St.. shortly before 12:30a.m.
"It was a small fire and it did minimal damage," Capt. Steve Meredith said. "It didn't take very long to extinguish."
The cause of the fire was uncertain at press time, but firefighters
at the scene said it appeared accidental.
A few student residents of the apartment huddled in the Uhlman's
lot as they waited to get back inside the building.

HotMp
Hi.!, ki Kobayashi/rhc BC New.

A man pickets on South College Street Wednesday morning. Cars passing by were able to sec him in
action.

Hartman platform for students
ty, said he plans to focus on three
major University issues pertaining to his political campaign.
Hartman said he will concenDemocratic mayoral candidate trate on redistricting the city
Jack Hartman said he believes wards for equal voting, support
the idea of an ombudsman for the
the University
University and establish equality
is a valuable
of all people living in Bowling
asset to the
Green.
community and
"First of all I support the one
if elected will
person, one vote philosophy,
promote the
which means I think the wards
role of students
need to be redrawn," Hartman
in the city.
said. "We need to be consistent
Hartman, a
with the way the county was origformer journalHartman inally set up."
ism instructor
Hartman said he thinks redisat the UniversiAmy Johnson
The BC News

tricting will give students more
voice in city government.
"Students are a big part of the
community and the economy," he
said. "They can become more involved and gain a better understanding of the community."
In addition, Hartman said he
would support an ombudsman
between city government and the
University.
"Mayor Hoffman proposed the
same idea in his 1991 campaign
but he has broken his promise to
the campus community," Hartman said. "I will establish a city
office on campus to provide services to the students more con-

veniently."
Hartman said he would ensure
that all people of Ihe Bowling
Green community will be treated
equally.
"I believe in fair application of
the laws," Hartman said. "No one
will be discriminated against and
no one will be favored."
Hartman also said that the city
is growing too fast because
Mayor Hoffman brings in too
much manufacturing to a town of
its size.
A city-wide debate among the
mayoral candidates is scheduled
for Oct. 18.
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Romanovsky &
Phillips...
We'll have a gay old time!
September 22, 1995, 8pm
Kobacker Hall, Moore Music Center

•General admission tickets available at the
Moore Music Center box office starting Sept
11, weekdays noon-6pm.
• Non- students: $5
•Students with valid BGSU i.d.: free
(limit of 1 ticket per student)
• Box office: 372-8171
General Admission seating
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TRUSTEES

WARDS

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

is really good for Bowling Green
State University and Northwest
Ohio that our region continues to
have representation on the Regents," Bryan said. "Tom knows
about higher education and the
political process and that gives
him really good credentials to be
one of our regents."
Noe, who became a Trustee in
1991, is currently president of
Vintage Coins and Cards in
Maumee. He is a former member
and past chairman of the Board
of Trustees of Lourdes College
and a former member of the
Board of The Catholic University
of America in Washington D.C.
Noe said his experience at the
different institutions will help
him as a regent.
"I think it will be my job on the
Board of Regents to look at everything that could affect any college in Northwest Ohio," Noe

said. "I really want to get actively involved and really figure
out where higher education
should be."
Noe's first chance to get involved will be at today's Board
meeting. He said he was looking
forward to the meeting.
"I am as excited as can be,"
Noe said Wednesday night. "I
can't wait to go to the first meeting tomorrow. Nobody will work
harder on the board than me. I
can guarantee that."
Noe, who lived in Bowling
Green for 19 years and attended
the University for a year, said he
will not give the University
priority over the other instituitions in the region.
"I don't think I would be doing
my job on the regents if I give
preferential treatment to any
school in Northwest Ohio," Noe
said. "I have got a new mission

"I think their concern is the
and my direction now is to look at
all of the institutions in the Board of Regents is going to become the big bad godfather of all
state."
Noe said he liked his experi- the colleges and universities in
ence serving on the University the state," Noe said. "I don't
think the Board of Regents
trustees.
"I enjoyed it," Noe said. "When should come in and just start axthe opportunity arose I thought it ing things without input from the
was a good time to move on and local level."
Bryan said a search to replace
let someone else assume my posiNoe should begin soon.
tion in Bowling Green."
Bryan said he hopes Noe will
"It would be my expectation
help the Board of Regents ac- that the governor will begin to
complish a fair balance of power search for a new trustee as soon
as possible," Bryan said. "He
in higher education.
"I think the biggest issue for should wait until he has the best
the Board of Regents is to get a person, though. I hate to have
good balance between achieving him appoint someone in a rush
goals the Regents want to and not have the best person apacheive and also allowing local pointed."
The Ohio Board of Regents adboards of trustees to have convises and assists the governor,
trol," Bryan said.
As a regent, Noe said informa- the General Assembly, the state
tion from the local level will be universities and other state
agencies on higher education
important to him.
matters.

MARILYN

the same thing."
Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith said there is a good
reason for not changing the current ward setup. She said the
system is used for current utility
services and the simple boundaries of Wooster and Main streets
make the system simple.
"The ward system works very
good for the city of Bowling
Green because the city not only
provides utilities services to our
residents, but we also provide
rubbish and recycling collection
services based on that system,"
Smith said.
Hoffman said one change that
could be made to totally level the
playing field would be to switch
to an at-large system. This would
result in all of the council members being elected by the entire
population. He said such a
system would probably not be in
the best interest of the students.
"I don't think that would be advantageous to the students,"

Hoffman said. "Because of their
voting patterns, I don't think you
would wind up with any more
students on the Council."
Hoffman said if the students
want to get involved they have an
opportunity.
"Right now, under the present
system, if the students would
vote they could elect at least two
ward councilmcn and possibly
three at-large," Hoffman said.
"Everybody in the city is represented by at least four councilmen right now. I don't think the
deviations in the number of resident voters in each ward leads to
a whole lot of unfairness."
The districts were established
to the way they are today in 1973.
The system was basically designed around U.S. Route 25 and
old Route 6, now known as Wooster Street. The development of
Bowling Green caused a natural
division into four geographic
sections as a result of the placement of those highways.

Continued from page one.

"She's almost in front," Irene
said hopefully. Then an acquaintance walked from the line.
"They're gone," he said.
"Oh man, 1 can't believe this.
Another day," said Latorre.
It was midday, and it seemed
unlikely that more tarpaulins
would be delivered before the

center was scheduled to close at get it," said Richard Fergos, a
4 p.m. to give people time to get construction worker from Dohome before the 6 p.m. curfew.
minica who was erecting a shack
In the countryside, people from the remains of his leveled
were bitter that only three wooden home in northern Mandal
centers had been opened, and all village.
of them were in towns.
Like thousands of people on St.
"They won't bring it here and Thomas, Latorre watched her
we don't have transport to go and roof ripped away by winds over

100 mph that roared through the
islands Saturday. She said her
family of seven huddled for
safety in the closet of a bedroom
for hours as Marilyn vented her
fury.

NETWORK
Continued from page one.

telephone service."
Michael Bear, University network installer, said the problem
was a lack of communication and
Eight deaths are blamed on the networking staff.
storm.
"It is something that we should
have been informed of earlier in
the summer and should have
been able to do in the summer,"
Bear said.
There is a first come, first
serve list for networking on
campus, according to Bear. He
said the lack of staff is allowing
that list to grow. There is currently one installer, a manager
and two students who work on
the networking projects at the
University.
Hughes said waiting could
work to the students advantage
since the University might be
switching means of communicating via computer on campus. A
switch from Local Talk to Ethernet might be made.
"It really doesn't make much
sense right now to put any resources toward student room
connections using Local Talk.
Especially if the University is going to go to Ethernet in the near
future," Hughes said. "The point
is we have limited resources to

use for students at this point.
Given the technology and logistics, it would be very disruptive
for students to do that work right
now."
Bear said more staff will be
needed for the University to
serve the students well.
"I think it is a commitment
they need to make," Bear said.
"We have asked for one additional staff member a few years
running and it has never been
granted."
Bob Martin, vice president for
Operations, said networking is a
priority on campus.
"We think that is a really important process that has got to go
forward," Martin said. "The
campus needs to move forward
in technology."
Networking would permit students to go online without the use
of a modem. Founders, Chapman
and Offenhauer are the networked residence halls at the
University.

Ever Get Somebody
Totally Wasted ?
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Dimers and Kareoke!
$1 Covers with
College I.D.

Friday & Saturday
THE AFFAIR

FRIENDS DON'T LET ERIENDS
DRIVE DR'jNK.

GET A SNEAK PEAK AT THE
MOST CONTROVERSIAL
FILM OF OUR TIME.

Leave your inhibitions
at the door...the show i
about to begin.

THIS EXCLUSIVE
SNEAK PREVIEW CASSETTE
INCLUDES EIGHT MINUTES OF
THE MOST EROTIC FOOTAGE
YOU'LL EVER SEE!

U

VIDEO
CONNECTION

YOU MUST BE 18 OR OLDER TO
RECEIVE AND VIEW THIS CASSETTE.
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Soccer team blanks Buckeyes
Fillebout, Kolp each score as Bowling Green takes victory
Robert Field
The BG News

The BG News/Jon RafbMk
The Bowling Green soccer team Improved to S-l with their 2-0
win over Ohio State on Wednesday.

COLUMBUS -- The Falcon soccer team took the field against an
agressive OSU attack Wednesday at the Woody Hayes complex
in Columbus. Ohio State's young
team pressured BG early, but the
Falcons came away 2-0 winners
and improved their record to 5-1.
Sophomore foreward Jason Fillebout got BG on the board in the
eighth minute with a steal from a
defender deep in their zone and

planted it in the lower left-hand
corner of goal.
That score galvanized the team
and BG kept up tremendous
pressure on the Buckeye defense
for most of the first half. The
rough, physical nature of the
game caused Fillebout to receive
a yellow card, his second this
season, for unsportsmanlike
conduct for complaining about a
non-call.
The BG attack kept OSU busy
for the rest of the half, but the
Buckeye defense made some key

plays. Sophomore Jason Began
rocked a shot off the crossbar
and only a brilliant save from
OSU keeper Todd McCandlish
kept it from becoming a 2-0
game.
Sean Barnes added some excitement for OSU when his shot
in the sixteenth minute sailed
just over the crossbar.
The second half became an unexpected defensive struggle.
With neither team able to penetrate the other's defense, neither
team was able to sustain a pres-

Rogers has reason to smile
Freshman Is^^frv^?£ *'$**%
suited for fe,k^^
BG scheme
Christian Pelusi
The BG News
Orlando Rogers smiles constantly, and why shouldn't he?
Not many University freshmen
are having as exciting a first
year as he is.
Rogers is the only true
freshman starting this season
for the Bowling Green Falcons'
football team. Rogers has
stepped into the free safety
void left by the graduations of
last season's starters Steve
Rodriguez
and Charlie
Williams,
now with the
Dallas Cowboys.
Pretty big
shoes to fill
in a defensive scheme
that demands
Rogers
many things
from the free safety position.
Along with the usual responsibilities like giving coverage
help to the cornerbacks,
Rogers must blitz and be able
to come up and stop the run.
With that in mind, defensive
coordinator and defensive
backs coach Paul Ferraro expects the free safety to be
among the top three tacklers.
So how has Rogers responded? He is second on the Falcons' defense in tackles with 28
(19 solos), while recording his
first career interception and
sack in last Saturday's 50-12
victory over Akron. Not bad
for a guy who played cornerback and running back his entire high school career at Hard-

Orlando Rogers (36) looks to make a hit during Saturday's S0-12 win over Akron.
ing High School in Marion,
Ohio.
"I'm lovin' it so far," Rogers
said of his immediate starting
role. "Mentally, the jump from
high school to college is big.
The mistakes you can make in
high school you can't make in
college."
Not that Rogers is speaking
from experience, as he has
played nearly flawless football
for the first three games, and
head coach Gary Blackney
doesn't expect a fall-off in
Rogers's play.
"Sometimes freshmen who
get to play as much as Orlando
is playing tend to hit the wall
midway through the season.
But I don't expect that that will
happen with Orlando. Not
him," Blackney said.
Blackney cited Rogers' obvious physical skills-Rogers
also lettered three years in
baseball and basketball--

Falcon Quotable

Orlando Rogers
Thoughts on first sack and Interception last week:
"It was great. The feeling was there. Everybody was happy for
me. I wanted to celebrate but everyone kept jumping on me."
On defensive coordinator/secondary coach Paul Ferraro:
"He's the best DB's coach I've ever had. He's straight on with
you and tells you what he wants to be done. He's helped me out a
lot and I've learned a lot from him."
On head coach Gary Blackney:
"Personally, I think Coach Blackney Is the best coach in the nation. He's Just a real good coach."
maturity and poise as reasons
for his success. But he added
that what puts Rogers above
the others is his mental game.
Blackney recalled this summer
seeing Rogers carry his playbook everywhere, including

the practice field.
"He's just a real student of
the game," Blackney said. "His
football smarts are very evident when you watch him."
Rogers only expected to
come in and contribute his

The BC Ncw»/Jon Ruback
freshman year. He had no idea
he would be playing such an integral role in the defense this
season.
"I didn't think I'd come in
and have an impact right away.
Maybe play a little, but not like
this."
Rogers's knowledge of the
game also helped in his switch
from cornerback to free
safety.
"I think [playing free safety)
is great. I get to see everything
and I'm like the quarterback of
the defense, making the calls
and the checks," Rogers said.
"I love it."
The position has also enabled
Rogers to show his big-play
ability, which is what Blackney
has been most impressed with.
"Orlando's playmaking ability is something you can't
coach," Blackney said. "Many
See ROGERS, page eight.

Senior volleyball player originally from Florida
Jeremy Yohe
Carlyn Esslinger has taken the
long road to get to the level she is
at now.
A senior for Bowling Green's
volleyball team, Esslinger traveled more than 1,000 miles from
Tampa, Fl., to
play varsity
volleyball.
Drawn back
to the cold environment, the
5-foot-10-inch
Esslinger
chose BG over
other schools in
Florida
Esslinger
"I thought
that I would want to come back to
the cold because I lived in Indiana when I was younger," Esslinger said. "What really sold me
on Bowling Green was the team
and how close of a unit they are."
The Falcon volleyball team
opens its home schedule this
weekend with matches at Anderson Arena both Friday and Saturday. They take on Kent and

See SOCCER, page twelve.

Reds
finally
clinch
Central
Joe Kay
The Associated Press

Esslinger took long road
The BG News

sured attack.
',
OSU started to pressure the
brown and orange midway
through the half, forcing the Falcons back into their zone until.
Peter Kolp boomed a kick well
past mid-field and broke the Falcons out of their zone.
The action remained static until the 45th minute mark when
Peter Kolp scored on a header
from John Giganti to seal the win
2-0.

Akron, respectively, both for 7
p.m. starts.
Ever since her freshman year,
Esslinger has been a major part
of the success enjoyed by the volleyball team. Despite coming
from several states away, head
coach Denise Van De Walle had
no doubts of what Esslinger
could accomplish as a Falcon.
"She came from a wellrespected club program [Berkley
Prep]. She had good skills when
she came in and she's just continued to improve her .'our years
here," Van De Walle said.
In her four years, Esslinger
has put up great numbers that
will only continue the rise with
this year's play.
Already topping the 1,000 career mark for kills, Esslinger is
also on pace to break the same
plateau for digs - accomplishments only four previous Falcon
spikers can attest to.
Esslinger has also recorded
255 blocks (53 solos) in three
years and has maintained a .252
hitting percentage over 88
matches.
Esslinger says some of her

success has come from the way
she leads the team.
"I try to be a leader, and I do
that mainly by how I play, not as
much as how I talk on the floor,"
she said.
Coach Van De Walle feels consistency has played an important
role in Esslinger's game.
"She is a very consistent
steady player. She has skills in all
areas of the game. She plays with
great poise and great confidence," Van De Walle said. "She
is not a real flashy player, but
she is good at what she does."
Esslinger's consistency led her
to be named a first team All-MAC
pick for the 1994 season. Proving
her mettle on the court, Esslinger
led the MAC with 4.25 kills per
game. She added 101 blocks and
337 digs to the BG cause last
season.
Esslinger doesn't take all of the
credit for her good fortunes, but
also acknowledged that Bowling
Green's system helped her out.
"A lot has to deal with how I've
been coached here and how the
See ESSH NCER, page eight.

nicpholo/courtoy BCSU Sporti lnti.iiii.uion
Bowling Green volleyball player Carolyn Esslinger during a
match last season.

CINCINNATI - Sorry, Schottzie. No victory lap.
The Cincinnati Reds ended an
infuriating homestand Wednesday by finally clinching a share
of the NL Central title. A 5-2 victory over the Montreal Expos left
them on the threshold of their
first division championship in
five years.
The Reds opened the homestand 10 days ago with talk of
champagne and a repeat of the
1990 clinching celebration. That
year, owner Marge Schott took
manager Lou Piniella and her
dog, Schottzie, for a victory lap
that was cut short when the St.
Bernard stopped to heed nature's
call.
The celebration Wednesday
started and ended with manager
Davey Johnson thrusting his fist
in the air as he left the field.
From the top down, the organization felt a letdown.
"I know, honey," Schott said,
heading for her office after the
game. "It's sad. It's sad we
couldn't celebrate it."
The Reds could clinch the division with a loss Wednesday night
by Houston, but that's not the
way they imagined it when the
homestand began.
Before it was over, the owner
fumed and feuded with the
media, general manager Jim
Bowden kicked an electric fan in
frustration, playoff tickets went
unsold and shortstop Barry Larkin presided over a half-hour
players' meeting to straighten
things out.
The Reds left the stadium
Wednesday knowing they would
cither clinch while sitting at
home or while playing elsewhere
on a season-ending road trip.
"It's kind of weird sitting
around wondering, 'Is it going to
happen tonight? Is it not going to
happen tonight?" " second baseman Bret Boone said. "So the
champagne still has got the cork
in it."
"I think a lot of guys are disappointed," said Larkin, who was
part of the '90 festivities. "I think
everybody was intent on trying
to wrap this thing up here at
home on the field. But we didn't
play well enough to do it, so that's
a disappointment."
They at least ended the 5-5
homestand on a win, thanks to
eight solid innings from Mark
Portugal (10-10) and a pair of
run-scoring doubles from Benito
Santiago.
Santiago doubled home a run in
the second off Jeff Fassero
(13-13) to put the Reds up 2-1, and
had an RBI double again as part
of a two-run sixth.
"We didn't play like a firstplace team last night," Santiago
said, referring to a 4-1 loss. "We
played like a first-place team today."
Santiago also made a bonehead
play that characterized the
homestand. On third base with
one out in the second inning, he
held up on Mark Lewis' line-drive
single to right.
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Seattle waits for absentees Indians tickets
available by mail
Tim Klass
The Associated Press

SEATTLE -- Proponents of a
$325 million baseball stadium
designed to keep the Seattle
Mariners in town began talking
Wednesday about what to do if
voters reject the critical financing plan.
The proposed increase of
one-half of 1 percent in the
sales tax in King County, which
includes Seattle, was leading
219,968 to 215,867 with votes
from all precincts counted. But
absentee ballots arriving by
mail could kill the measure.
"We're in a race against
time," County Executive Gary
Locke said. "If the stadium
fails, the owners are going to
put the team up for sale, and
then we're in a race against potential buyers to save baseball
in the region."
Mariners chairman John
Ellis refused to predict the
outcome, praised efforts by
ballpark boosters and said the
club would comment further
only when tin vote is decided.

The measure contained $100
million for construction of
luxury boxes in the Kingdome
and other improvements demanded by the Seattle Seahawks' owners, who said they
might pull the NFL club if the
proposal were rejected. Also
included was $70 million to
cover last year's repairs to the
roof of the Kingdome.
The Mariners have been unhappy with the Kingdome and
claim attendance has suffered.
The team is expected to lose
$30million this season,bringing the total to $67 million for
Hiroshi Yaniauchi, the president of Nintendo, in the 3
years he has been majority
owner of the Mariners.
Early arriving absentees,
counted immediately after the
polls closed Tuesday night,
broke 63 percent to 37 percent
against the measure. Election
officials expect to count about
47,000 more mail-in ballots, including a bloc of 30,000 to
40,000 on Thursday.
Preparing for the worst, the
County Council's budget com-

mittee met Wednesday with
representatives of the Mariners, Seahawks and the NFL
to discuss alternatives.
Assuming the best, Locke
said he was already talking
with city .and club officials
about permits and environmental reviews for the retractable-roof stadium, despite the
lack of a final design, site or
lease.
"I think the next batch of absentees will reflect the great
effort of the campaign," Locke
said. "With the 4,000 vote lead,
that will be enough to sustain
the vote."
He said he also was talking
with Mayor Norm Rice about
who should sit on a public
board to own and operate the
ballpark. Seven names will be
submitted to the Legislature
next week if the measure passes, Lcc'cs said.
In tl.i' past, the trend among
absentee ballots mailed closer
to the Tuesday night deadline
has been somewhere between
the early absentee count and
results at the polls.

For the measure to lose, only
about 55 percent of the remaining 47,000 absentees would
have to be marked no.
The proposal would raise the
sales tax in King County, which
includes Seattle, to a state-high
8.3 percent from 8.2 percent to
provide a maximum of $240.8
million for a stadium with a retractable roof and natural turf.
The cost would amount to
about $7.50 per county resident
annually for 20 years.
'Hie county also would provide a site and perliaps cover
construction of a parking garage to be financed through
parking fees. The Mariners
would pay $45 million, the club
and private contributors would
cover any cost overruns and
the state would be asked to
exempt the project from the
sales tax, cutting costs by
about $25 million.

M.R. Kropko
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND -- The best bet
for fans to get tickets for a possible Cleveland Indians appearance in the American League
Championship Series or World
Series is to put a request in the
mail pronto and hope.
The American League team
said Wednesday that it will hold a
lottery for about 10,000 available
seats for each possible October
home date at Jacobs Field for the
playoffs' second round.
A huge mail-in response, possibly in the range of half a million or more letters, is expected,
even though no one knows if the
Indians will advance in the
playoffs.
But a pent-up demand, due in
part to the fact the team hasn't
Locke said the earliest a speplayed postseason since 1954,
cial election could be held to
made selling the speculative
resubmit the proposal or a retickets over the phone impractivised plan probably would be
cal and possibly unsafe, said Jeff
December or January'Overton, the team's vice president for marketing and communications.
"There are some fans out there
who have been waiting a lifetime
for this," he said.
The Indians on Saturday sold
ter putting."
Wisconsin-Green Bay (S90), and tickets for the first-round divi"We lost several shots at thi Oakland University (599). Ball sional series starting Oct. 3, and
end of each round," added Brun State was helped out by Kevin the flood of calls caused general
sink.
Reed, who finished first overall ( service problems for Amcritech
in Cleveland. City officials comCaptain Jason Carbone added, with rounds of 74 and 68. "Ball plained that the problems posed a
"I did not prepare well for this
State played exceptionally well,'1 safety threat, although Ameritech said 911 emergency calls
said Brunsink.
tournament. It was a hard time
Bowling Green finished 34j were not affected.
making putts."
shots behind Ball State. 18 behind
Overton said the mail-in lottery
second place Wisconsin-Green
Carbone also discussed what
Bay, and nine strokes behind for the ALCS and World Series
the team has to focus on this
was determined the best way to
third place Oakland.
year.
go to avoid another jam of Amer"We have to relax and perform
"1 am pleased with the prog- itech lines. He said the U.S. Posthe way we have been the last
ress we have made" said Brun- tal Service assured the Indians it
two weeks during qualifies," sink.
could handle the influx of mall.
Carbone said.
BG will play next at the U of M
The selection will be entirely
The top three teams at the InviIntercollegiate tournament this] random, so that a person cannot
tational were Ball State (574),
weekend.
seek any particular game or seat.

Linksters struggle at tourney
8rad Beetle
I-. BC News
Since not one player on the
Falcons team has ever played at
Arbor Hills Country Club in
Jackson, Mich., it is understandable that the .Men's golf
team finished seventh out of nine
teams in their first tournament
this fall last Monday.
Although coach Todd Rrunsink
hoped for a better outing, his
young team did not disappoint
him.
" The course challenged our
players,'' said Brunsink." I likehow are players reacted."
Sophomore Mike Kotnik rent
ed well with two solid rounds of

73 and 74, and tied for ninth place
individually at the one-day 36
hole Detroit Titan Invitational.
Others competing were freshmen Ian Windsor, Otto Larson,
junior Jason May, and junior caplain Jason Carbone.
Ed Niemi scored rounds of 77
and 73, and secured himself a tie
for 18th place individually. This
was Windsor's, Larson's, and
May's first Invitational as Falcons.
Coach Brunsink talked about
the tournament from a team perspective. "I was liappy with the
way everyone was striking the
ball, but we could have done bet-

The B.G. News!!!!!! Let It Brighten Up Your Day!!!

About 10,000 seats will be
made available per game. About

22,000 seats per game have
already been made available to
season-ticket holders. The remainder of the seating (Jacobs
Field has nearly 42,000 seats) will
primarily satisfy the team's
commitments to Major League
Baseball.
The decision to use the mail
shows " a sincere commitment
by Amcritech and the Cleveland
Indians for the safety and welfare of this community and its
people," Mayor Michael R. White
said.
Edward Moore, postal service
spokesman in Cleveland, said
that even if more than 1 million
pieces of mail go to the Indians'
ticket lottery by Tuesday, the
load could be handled without
much difficulty. He said the postal service on a typical day in
Cleveland handles up to 1.5 million first-class letters.

"There are some fans
who have waited a
lifetime for this."
Jeff Overton
Clevelar Indian's vice-president

He said the extra load would be
comparable to what the postal
service experiences during the
Christmas holidays or at the income tax deadline each April 15.
"We know people will be in a
lottery situation and that some
people may send 20 or 30 entries.
We're just happy about being a
part of this. We want to make it
convenient for all our customers," Moore said.
Cleveland-area post offices
will have containers especially
for the Indians ticket request letters, Moore said.

ATTENTION!
new mode

TALENT.
Senior portraits now being taken
Schedule your appointment now
by calling Carl Wolf Studio at 1-800-969-1338.
Photos will be taken in the KEY office, 28 West Hall,
M-F, 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2 p.m.- 6 p.m.
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Caminiti homers two ways
Bernie Wilson
The Associated Press

Ken Caminiti

Tigers want
new stadium

SAN DIEGO -- Welcome to the
Caminiti zone, where slugger
Ken Caminiti is just as amazed
with his switch-hitting prowess
as everyone else is.
"I'm in awe of all of this," San
Diego's third baseman said after
homering from both sides of the
plate for the third time in four
games, a major league record. "I
can't slow this brain down right
now long enough to determine
what's going on."
That's understandable. Before
last weekend, Caminiti had
homered both left-handed and
right-handed in the same game
just once, last year against the
Chicago Cubs when he was with
Houston.
Then he did it both on Saturday
and Sunday, again against the
Cubs, to join Eddie Murray as the
only major-leaguers to pull the
switch-hitting feat in consecutive
games.
Now he's all alone in the record
book. He connected both righty
and lefty against Colorado on
Tuesday night, finishing 4-for-4
with a career-high eight RBIs in

ROGERS
Continued from page one.

great players do not make key
plays, but Orlando has thai
According to published reability. He can sack the quarports, the proposed project
terback or make the intercepDETROIT - The Detroit Tigers would cost about $230 million,
tion. You can't coach that."
moved a step closer to a new sta- with the state paying $55 million,
Rogers credited strong
dium when the Michigan Strate- the city $30 million to $35 million
safety Chioke Bradley, who
gic Fund board on Wednesday and the team and other private
started last year as a true
approved a $55 million state parties the rest.
freshman, with helping him adThe
three-way
deal
reportedly
grant.
just to the higher level of play.
Plans call for a new Tiger Sta- has been designed to avoid any
"In practice and before
dium to replace the historic ball- legislative votes. Many state
games, he gives me advice on
park where the team has played lawmakers oppose using public
funds for a sports facility. The the game, especially before the
since 1912.
first game," Rogers said. "He
Only one of the nine-member strategic fund, which is supportsaid he went through the same
board voted against the grant ed by Indian gambling revenues,
is autonomous, and Gov, John thing last year being nervous
proposal.
and scared before the first
"I just basically feel that there Engler makes appointments to its
game but after I made that
board.
are better things for the strategic
McHale told the board the first tackle, all the jitter bugs
fund to spend the money on,"
board member Richard Young Tigers would not ask for more got out of the way.
"Now coach Ferraro calls me
money even if a site other than
said.
a veteran," Rogers said jok
Tigers president John McHale the proposed Foxtown site was
Ingly,
had encouraged the board to ap- selected.
The relationship that coachThe only speakers to oppose
prove the money.
es such as Ferraro and Blackthe
project
were
from
the
Tiger
"We believe this will secure
ney have with players was one
our future in the 21st century and Stadium Fan Club.
The Tigers have set a target of of the reasons Rogers chose
contribute to the city of Detroit,"
being in a new stadium by Open- Bowling Green over many
he said.
other suitors.
McHale said the proposal calls ing Day 1998.
Michigan State, Louisiana
Tiger Stadium is owned by the
for a stadium modeled after
State, Purdue, Hawaii, LouisCamden Yards in Baltimore, with city and leased to the team.
65 suites, 5,200 club scats and
concessions.
"Stadiums have changed," said
McHale, who estimated a new
stadium would create 757 fulltime jobs "They're not just a
Greek Olympics & Barbecue
place to watch a baseball game.
Saturday
Sponsored by: Hot n' Now
They are entertainment arenas."
Team, state and city officials
HOTn
1-5 p.m. Old Fralcrnily row
23
have talked for years about
NOW
where to put a new stadium, how
much it should cost and how to
Sunday
Community Service Project
split the cost.
Trash wulk
• Remember W
24
1,'nion @ 12:45
to Save S
Kelly Anderson
The Associated Press
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Students
socially
spend
$13 million
monthly
Only You Can
Prevent
Forest Fires.
The Hispanic Graduate
Student Association
(JUNTOS)
IS HAVING ITS FIRST
MEETING OF THE YEAR
Come and meet other
Hispanics and have
some pizza with usl
Friday. Sept. 22
4:00 p.m.
Office of Multicultural
Affairs
Student Services Building
424

Wear your letters!

Monday
25

San Diego's 15-4 win.
Caminiti hit a solo homer to
right-center off Armando Reynoso (6-7) batting left-handed lending off the second. Hitting righthanded off Bryan Hickcrson in
the seventh, Caminiti hit a threerun homer into the left-field
at Jack Murphy Stadium.
"I'm not trying to hit the balls
out," said Caminiti, who came
over from Houston in a 12-player
trade in December. "I really
can't explain what's happening.
It's just a combination of things
being lucky, getting the pitch,
having lefty after righty. The
guys behind me are hitting well
right now, too, so they're giving
me pitches."
This might be the real reason
"I think when I try to hit a home
run, they don't come," he said.
"I'm just as relaxed as I can be
up there."
Earlier this season, Caminiti
was getting another kind of reputation, as his errors piled up to a
career-high 25.
"I know there was an adjustment for me on the dirt field, but
a lot of it was my throwing," said
Caminiti, who committed only
nine errors with the Astros in

Key -Note Speaker
Mary Peterson

9:00 pm
Union Ballroom

ville and most MAC schools all
wanted Rogers.

strike-shortened 1994. "I wasn't
getting the ball to the first baseman with the relaxed pop that I
had. When I got on that bad error
Streak, it just kept messing with
my brain, too, and I was thinking
about it a lot ;ind it just kept going and going.
'Finally I just told myself,
'Iley, I'm a third baseman and
I'm just going to go out there and
relax and if I make an error I'm
going to turn around and do my
best and forget about the error."
That seems to be helping."
The six homers in four games
gave Caminiti 24 for the season
and 87 RBIs, both career-bests,
find he's hitting .304.
"it looks easy, just swinging
nice and easy, hitting the ball to
;ill fields, because Cammy's got
some pop," said Tony Gwynn,
who's chasing his sixth batting title. "Whew, man. I mean, being
on fire is not even a good description for what he's been able
to do. It's fun to watch."
Caminiti said he sees the ball

so well from both sides of the
plate because batting coach
Merv Rettenmund spends extra
time with him in batting practice.
"The ball definitely looks bigger than normal," Caminiti said.
"There's times when you come
out there and it looks like a golf
ball, and you know you're in
trouble. But now it's looking like
a baseball, or bigger."
Colorado manager Don Baylor
even had Gwynn intentionally
walked ahead of Caminiti with
one out in the sixth, only to watch
Caminiti hit a bases-loaded
double.
"When a guy is that hot, what
are you going to do?" Baylor said
Caminiti, who's finishing a
three-year, $10.9 million con
tract, recently agreed to a new
two-year, $6 million contract.
"We're proud of that move,"
said 1-arry Lucchino, the team's
CEO and president. "He's going
to be a key part of this team for
the next few years. We're looking
smarter than we really are."

ESSLINGER
Continui'd from page one.

players' have helped me out,"
Esslingcr said.
Now, the co-captian is ready to
lead her team into one final run
at another MAC title. Esslingcr,
along with the other seniors on
the team, experienced the last title season for BG their freshman

year.
"I am fired up and the team Is
too," Esslingcr said. "I came ir.
with a championship and I'd love
to leave with one also."
Leaving the Florida sun behind
and coming back to the cold lias
paid off after all.

"The winning tradition, the
coaches, a chance to play right
away and still get a good education all helped me to choose
Bowling Green," Rogers said.
But Rogers still found places
for improvement.
"I just have to work on keeping my head up when I get
down on myself."
When he does lift his head
up, there will probably be a
grin on his face.

great
scores...
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great
skills...
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep studies and
your confidence, so you can
get a higher score.

s&s

Barber Shop
KM S. Main Si. Downtown IE. G.

We specialize in short hair styling.
Walk- Ins Welcome!

1-800-KAP-TEST

"Now TWO Barbers to better Serve you"

get a higher score

MTRF 8:30-5:30 p.m. Sat. 8:30-3:00 p.m.
Wed. & Sun.- closed

KAPLAN
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Tuesday
26

Blind Volleyball Tournament
Coed gel your i-.nn-1

Wednesday

Kickball Tournament

26

Coed girl your leums!

Thursday

IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE A LEADER IN OUR COMPANY,
THIS COULD BE YOUR OFFICE.

Talent Show & Awards Night!

27

Few ^^^eople will ever set toot m an office
At OCS you'll develop the gualities you need to become a Marine Officer Invaluable training that could
like this Bui then, few people have what it takes to be
lead to an exciting career in aviation If you've got
a Marine Officer Officer Candidates School IOCS) is
the first step towards preparing you for a 4/orfruifi whal'',akes ,0 be a leader °' Ma"nes, v°"
future beyond anything you could imagine
could get an office with a spectacular view

lltlljliftff 9f9M Mot*
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FOR MORE INFORMATION: Captain Conley and Captain Anderson
will be at Bowling Creen today, September 21st, from
9:30 AM to 3:00 I'M, handing out more information on Marine Corps Officer Programs.
For faster action, call 1-800-892-7318. Semper Fi!
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Browns' strong safety Woodson optimistic
deserves recognition
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

Chuck Melvin
1
PH Associated Piess

f

BEREA, Ohio -- Two outstanding seasons as a starter
for one of the NKL's best defenses brought Cleveland
Browns safety Stevon Moore
almost no recognition.
Two games this year have
changed all that.
Moore has intercepted four
passes in the last two weeks
the first tour interceptions of
his career
and suddenly,
everybody in town knows who
he Is.
'The interceptions are great.
I'm going to try to get more
picks. But I'll take a big hit
over an interception anyday.
That's just my mentality," said
Moore, who has ranked third
on the Browns in tackles each
' » of i he last two years.
Moore has been in the NFL

for seven years, but it's a deceiving number. He spent his
entire rookie season on injured
reserve because of a bad knee
after the New York Jets drafted him in the seventh round in
1989, and he missed all of 1991
with Miami because of another
knee injury.
The Browns signed him in
1992 as a Plan B free agent, but
a separated shoulder cut short
his first season in Cleveland.
He finally became a full-time
starter in 1993, and he lias developed into a fearsome tackier. He made 155 tackles that
year, including a team-leading
96 solos, and he forced three
fumbles and recovered another. I-ast year, he had 131
tackles, forced two fumbles
and recovered two others.
Yet he lias been completely
overshadowed by fellow safety
Eric Turner, the second overall

PITTSBURGH -- Rod Woodson
keeps hearing he's out for the
season. Rod Woodson refuses to
believe it.
Woodson, the All-Pro comerback who seriously injured his
right knee on Sept. 3, is so hopeful of returning this season that
he's talked coach Bill Cowher
into keeping him on the Pittsburgh Steelers' active roster.
Cowher told Woodson he would
wait at least three weeks, until
the injury can be further analyzed, before the Steelers make a
final decision.
If the Steelers put Woodson on
injured reserve, he could not be
reactivated this season.
"We'll see how it works out for
the team," Woodson said
Wednesday. "If guys don't get injured they can (keep him activated). ... It all really depends."
Normally, an injury like Woodson's a torn anterior cruciate
ligament takes months of rehabilitation, and can be career-

pick in the 1991 draft who went
to the Pro Bowl last year.
Turner intercepted 14 passes
over the last two years, including an NFL-hlgh nine last
season.
"That just makes me player
better, makes me play harder
and want to do the things that
he does," Moore said. "When
he makes a good play, it makes
me want to make a good play. I
think we work very well in the
backfield together. We're both
physical safeties."
Moore can point to nothing
specific to account for the sudden rash of interceptions. 'Hie
first one came in the fourth
quarter against Tampa Bay's
Trent Dilfer on Sept. 10, and
three more came in rapid succession all in the first half
against Houston's Will Furrer
last week.

threatening. And Woodson won't
be off crutches for another
month and can't begin extensive
rehab until then.
"But, hopefully, if it goes the
way I hope it will, if they make
the playoffs which I think they
will, I'll be able to suit up in time
for the playoffs," Woodson said.
Woodson is so involved in the
diagnosis and analysis of his injury, he even watched as Dr.
Richard Stcadman operated on
the knee Sept. 11 in Vail. Colo.
Woodson was given a local
anesthetic and was fully alert as
the operation was performed.
"Hey, I have to see what they're doing in there," Woodson said.
"I wanted to make sure they
weren't making any mistakes ...
Yeah, it's interesting. I was just
trying to figure out what's in
there."
Stcadman replaced the damaged anterior cruciate ligament
with a patella tendon from Woodson's right knee. Woodson is
-il ready lifting weights to prevent muscle atrophy in his right

leg and hopes to soon begin jogging and riding a bike.
One of the NFL's bestconditioned athletes, Woodson is
a former world-class sprinter
who had never been seriously injured until this season.
"You're depressed for a while.
... I felt maybe it wasn't really
happening," he said. "But you
have to be mentally strong. If
you're not mentally strong, your
body can't be strong. I know it
happened, I have to deal with it
and start with the rehabilitation."
Unlike some athletes who
won't watch a play on which they
were injured, Woodson watched
a replay of his aborted tackle of
the Lions' Barry Sanders. Woodson's leg became stuck in the turf
and gave way as he attempted to
change direction and arm tackle
Sanders.
"I was hoping it didn't happen," Woodson said. "You can see
how it happened, but there's
nothing I can do about it."

IndyCar owners may boycott Bengals need
1

Sieve Herman
.-.led Press

. INDIANAPOLIS -- The biggest
lKinu s in (inly racing may skip
'the biggest race in the world next
.year.
IiidyC.'.ir owners are thrcatenboycott of the Indianapolis
501) unless
dway president
Tony George rescinds a new
Qualifying plan that would affect
teams and drivers not aligned
'with his new Indy Racing
i i u■ i

"It's real. I know that," car
owner chip Ganassi said
Wednesday of the possibility of a
lycott. "I don't know that
tere's much else to say. We have
i position, and we've made it
Known to Tony. I hope cooler
heads pi evail."
George, in I/>udon, N.I I., on
Wednesday for meetings with
other IK!, promoters, said he's
-been aware of a possible strike

for the last 18 months
"We'll have to deal with it if
that day comes," George said.
"We've had a race at the Speedway every Memorial Day since
1911 and we're going to have onethere in 1996. with or without
them."
George's new II^L begins a
five-race series at Walt Disney
World in Orlando, Fla., in January. Hoping to attract defectors
from Championship Auto Racing
Teams, which sanctions the IndyCar series, George said 25 of
the 33 starting spots at Indianapolis would be reserved for IRL
regulars.
Unlike CART, which applies
the same number of points at
each race toward the series
championship, IRL points will be
increased according to participation in additional events. For example, a team that competes at
Orlando and then at the next IRL
race at Phoenix will receive

double the points; one that competes at Orlando, Phoenix and
Indianapolis will receive three
times as many points. That way, a
non-IRI. driver would have almost no chance for one of the 25
guaranteed spots.
So far, only three owners A.J.
I-'oyt, Ron Ilemelgarn and John
Mcnard have committed to run
the IRL series.
"These actions they take go
against tradition," said Ganassi,
a former Indy driver. "To see
traditional qualifying undermined is bad for the sport, bad
for the fans.
"Given the way his procedure
creates an uneven playing field,
and the fact that less-qualified
drivers and teams are given preferential treatment, it's scary to
us. At our races, anybody who
shows up cm qualify. That's all
we want, that's all we ask."
The Indianapolis Star reported
that IndyCar would race at
Brooklyn, Mich., on May 26, the
same day as the Indianapolis 500,
and that car owner Roger Penske, who also owns Michigan In-

ternational Speedway, is considering honoring all Indy SIX)
tickets.
IndyCar chairman Andrew
Craig could not be reached for
comment, but IndyCar director
of public relations Adam Saal
said Craig "went on record as
early as last January as saying
'boycott' is not in the IndyC^ar vocabulary "
Asked if IndyCar is using even
a possibility of passing on Indianapolis as leverage in its war
with George, Saal said, "I can't
comment any further."
Speedway spokesman Bob
Walters said the boycott "rhetoric was hot last spring when
there were some meetings going
on. That cooled over the summer
but people in racing started hearing rumors as the CART season
started winding down.
"We've got a lot of allegations,
but we're all waiting for every
body to examine some realities,"
Walters said. "It's been a position, yes, but is the thought a
reality? Only CART can assess
that.
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We Care About
The Water
You Drink ™

The BG News
Needs Volunteer Copy Editors:
• Good Spelling/Grammer
• AP Style Knowledge

Try
WATERMILL
EXPRESS®

ed Volunteer Reporters:
• No Experience Necessary

1058 N. Main
o
o
O
o
o
o
o
3

VRadon
VRust
^Bacteria
VArsenic
VDetergents
VMercury

VTHM's
VPCB's
^Asbestos
VSediment
Vlead
VSpores

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus

SDAY

VAIgae
^Viruses
VSodium
VCysts
VFoul Odor
Vand Other
Impurities

Up to 5 Gallons of

I'll I \s %vr ROOM

I

FREE WATER

■

I
I

Wed. 9/20, Thurs. 9/21, Fri. 9/22, Sat. 9/23
12 p.m. -6 p.m. • 1058 N. Main

'
|

BBQ
Chicken
&Ribs
All Yon Can Fat

Please present coupon to attendant
■ OHer good at N. Main location only! • limit one coupon per customer!

Incl: potatoes, toss salad
& garlic bread

Students Receive

1 FREE GALLON CONTAINER

lU> v. l ->-<;KEENERY

Pasta
Day
$5.20
plus tax

Incl: Complete salad bar,
garlic bread and unlimited
beverage.

OPEN 4:30-7pm

with Valid I.D.
1 3B5S!BBaagg^^ggras^E^a^aB^Bsm

\

Johnson, 27, hasn't been
claimed by any NFL team
since the Jets cut him for salary reasons in July. He led the
Jets in rushing last year with
931 yards.
Brown traded offers Monday with Johnson's agent, Jim
Sims, but reached no agreement.
"I don't think we have a
deal," Brown said. "I think we
have our answer."
Brown said he likes the job
that Bengals running backs
Harold Green and Eric Bieniemy have done, but wanted to
add Johnson as an experienced hand.

J 3596 W.Kramer Rd. (I mile jouth of Rl.6. whore 25 & 6 meetll

Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
Tested By The State
NAMA Approved
Just 25C a Gallon
Serviced Sanitized Daily
Unique 8-Stage R.O. Purification Process
Self-Serve: You Fill Your Own Clean Bottle
Open 24 Hours a Day
•.'Herbicides
^Nitrates
VChem teals
^Fertilizers
\lnsecticides
VChlorine

JOIN OUR TEAM
NORTH MAIN ST.!

Opportunities for Advancement
Any questions or details see
store manager
Call us at 352-2877

Paul Brown
Cincinnati Bengals

"Do it with a friend!!"

WATERMILL EXPRESS* removes if present:

Flexible Hours
Meal Discounts
Free Uniforms
Insurance Benefits

"This is a chance to
get a guy who's a
good player, who
know's the system."

• Trail Rides & Pony Rides
• Riding Lessons
• SmallGtoup Discounts Available
Open Tues.-Sun RESERVATION NECESSARY 353-5 J03

(in front of T.C.B.Y.)
Bowling Green

Full or Part Time
Positions Available ($4.50/hr)

Bengals general manager
Mike Brown has tried off and
on for two months to sign
Johnson with a $600,000 offer.

SLIPPERY ELM

(Next to Pagliai's)
Bowling Green

CALL Leah Barnum 372-6966

KING

CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati Bengals are looking lor
ways to strengthen a running
game that has been invisible at
times.
They tried again this week
to sign former .New York .lets
running back Johnny Johnson,
but wound up taking no for an
answer.
The Bengals' running game
has been sporadic at best this
season. In Sunday's 24-21 loss
at Seattle, the Bengals had
only 54 yards rushing on 18
carries, not counting several
scrambles by quarterback
Jeff Blake
On Wednesday, the Bengals
signed free-agent defensive
lineman Alfred Ogleshy, a day
after the Jets had released
him. Oglesby played for
Miami in 1990-92 before moving on to Green Bay and the
Jets. He had been on the Jets'
inactive list for the first three
weeks this season.
The Bengals made room on
the roster by releasing Ty Parten, a defensive end drafted in
the third round from Arizona
in 1993. Parten had played in
26 games for Cincinnati, including six starts.

Located At:

989 S. Main,

These Positions are good Resume Builders and
also can be used for Internship Credit.

BURGER

to improve on
running game

I

' All Student meal plan cards
accepted

• All students meal plan cards
accepted

Sports
page eleven
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Irvan announces comeback Liberty Bowl
will feature
Big East team
Joe Macenka
The Associated Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Robert
Yates had been through this
press conference routine before, usually in tragic circumstances.
There was the one in the
summer of 1993, after Yates'
driver, Davey Allison, was
killed In a helicopter crash,
and Yates told the media his
team would press on with Ernie Irvan as its driver.
After Irvan was nearly
killed in a practice wreck last
summer, Yates again gathered
reporters at his shop, this time
to announce that Dale Jarrett
would take over behind the
wheel of the team's Ford
Thunderbirds.
But on Tuesday moming,
with cameras and microphones again positioned outside the shop and jets thundering overhead, Yates was anything but solemn as he announced the team's latest personnel news.
"We've been praying and
hoping this day would come,"
a beaming Yates said in announcing that Irvan was returning to auto racing.
Thirteen months and three
days after his crash into a
concrete wall prompted doctors to give him only a 10 percent chance of survival, Irvan
will begin his comeback in
NASCAR's new SuperTruck
series. He is entered in Saturday's 150-lap truck race in
Martinsville, Va.
On Sunday, Oct. 1, Irvan
plans to return to stock car racing's top series by competing
in the 400-lap Winston Cup
event at North Wilkesboro.
It will mark what Irvan
hopes will be a successful end
to a journey that began on the
morning of Aug. 20, 1994,
when his Ford Thunderbird
slammed into a retaining wall
at Michigan International
Speedway during a practice
run.

The head-on crash, which
occurred at an estimated 16S
mph, left Irvan with numerous
serious injuries, including
massive head and chest
trauma. There initially was
concern that Irvan might not
survive, but once his condition
stabilized, he began a recovery that proceeded at a
rate that doctors kept describing as unprecedented.
"I went through a lot of hurdles that the doctors never
thought I'd come across or
would never be able to do," Irvan said. "But I always could
see the light at the end of the
tunnel, and I guess that's
what's kept me going."
These days, Irvan, 36, is in
what he calls the best shape of
his life. His regular workouts
include lifting weights and
running three miles.
The lone obstacles between
him and complete recovery
are his droopy left eyelid and
the double vision the eye
creates. Doctors have told him
they expect both problems to
eventually subside. In the
interim, Irvan plans to wear a
patch over the eye while he's
driving.
Irvan has tested extensively
over the summer in both
SuperTrucks and Winston Cup
cars on a variety of tracks at a
variety of speeds, and NASCAR last week cleared him to
resume competition.
"There's probably not a guy
in this garage who's not pulling for Ernie to make this
work," said Ricky Rudd, who
was among a large crowd of
Winston Cup drivers takine
part in a test session Tuesday
at Charlotte Motor Speedway.
"It says a little something
about all of us. All of us could
potentially be in his position.
You could be on top one day
and then have a severe head
injury the next.
"But I think we're all taking
a wait-and-see attitude. I understand he's tested well, and
I think Ernie's the kind of guy

imum bowl requirement of six
victories a season.
The Liberty Bowl selection
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - The Big committee will decide which of
East Conference and the new the eligible Big East teams it
Conference USA agreed wants.
Wednesday to annually send
"We wanted to participate in a
teams to the Liberty Bowl.
bowl in what we consider the
This year's bowl, on Dec. 30, eastern section of the country,"
will feature teams from the Big Tranghese said. "We think it's a
East and the Liberty Bowl Alli- place we can travel fans to easily.
ance, a group of five independent That's an important criteria. And
schools formed last year.
they want us."
Conference USA, which inThe Big East includes Boston
cludes most of the schools in the College, Miami, Pittsburgh, Rutalliance of independents, will be- gers, Syracuse, Temple, Virginia
gin its Liberty Bowl participation Tech and West Virginia.
in 1996, the first year the new
For football. Conference USA
league begins football competition.
Under a three-year agreement
with the Big East, the Liberty
Bowl will pick the fourth bowl
selection from that conference.
Bowl and conference officials
have agreed to discuss an extension of the arrangement at the
end of the three years.
Michael Tranghese
A three-year agreement with
Conference USA calls for the
Big East Commissioner
league to send its champion to
Memphis, though East Carolina
will still be in the running in 1996 includes Memphis, Cincinnati.
and 1997 because of the previous Houston, Louisville, Southern
arrangement with the Liberty Mississippi and Tulane. For other
Bowl Alliance.
sports, it includes AlabamaEast Carolina could be chosen Birmingham, DePaul, Marquette,
if it has a better overall record North Carolina-Charlotte, St.
than any Conference USA team.
Louis and South Florida
The Conference USA agreeLiberty Bowl organizers said
ment includes an option for a
plans also call for an annual,
two-year extension.
"We're a brand new league bowl-affiliated basketball game
with six members. We're starting featuring schools from the parto build, and for us to have an ab- ticipating leagues, though arsolute tie-in with a major bowl is rangements for that are as yet
a tremendous opportunity for unsettled.
us," said Michael Slive, ConferBowl officials declined to give
ence USA commissioner.
Michael Tranghese, Big East financial details of the Big East
commissioner, said he sees little and Conference USA agreechance his league will fail to have ments, except to say each school
at least four teams with the min- will receive at least $750,000.
Woody Balrd
The Associated Press

"We wanted to
participate in a bowl
that we consider the
eastern section of the
country."

Associated I'n-ss/Kulh Ircmsun

NASCAR driver Ernie Irvan is all smiles Tuesday as he announces his return to racing at a press conference in Charlotte, N.C.
Irvan was not expected to race again after an auto accident during Winston Cup practice in Michigan 13 months ago.
where if he's not comfortable
with the whole setup with the
eye patch and whatnot, then
he'll get out of it."
Irvan, who lias 12 victories
and winnings of nearly $56
million since joining stock car
racing's top circuit in 1987,
said the eye doesn't present

any problems with his driving,
a position Yates supported.
"He appears to have lost
none of his abilities," said
Yates, who is pressing ahead
with plans to run a two-car
Winston Cup team next year
with Irvan and Jarrett as his
drivers.

Now $1,817

Macintosh computers
are now on sale.
(Okay, now go back to whatever you were

We think your life would be vastly improved if you possessed this knowledge:
Macintosh" computers are now available for less than the already affordable
student prices. Whats more, with the Apple'Computer Loan ami 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan, you can take home a Mac"without having to make

a single payment for 3 months.' Just think, if you had a computer, youd
get your homework done faster. Then youd have plenty of time for the^
more important things in Hit' Anyway, we're sorry to A nn|p £JT
disturb you. Macintosh. The power to be your best: nJJ|JlC VR

For further information please visit BGSU Computer Sales and Rental
129 Hayes Hall or call
Phone: (419)372-7724
*&!^*^™m,H'^,ZSw2X!mUMImimtimtlmtmmwvamMmltti&mtotiiuiflliriirttriii ti-"-""|'^-- 1 ^~TTl^'^'
JZX^StiuZJm^^^MiZZZ^m^i^i w~fi *ui*>-oi (-;«* M. „i«4u*, /*.. m**> pv~*> ~J ■«? **•*«« -•"-! "-w?' -^"-c*"' *£ JS23S88

Power Macintosh' 7100/80 w/CO
Km RAW700MB bard drive,
Power PC 601 processor. CD-ROM driiv.
15' color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

Now $1,23'
t>r SiVmonlli

Macintosh Portorma* 636 w/CD
8 MB RAM/500 MB bard drive. CD-ROM (trim,
IT color monitor, keyboard, mouse and all Ibe
software you're likely to need

Now $32'-

Color StyleWriter'2400
w/CardShop Plutf
Ink cartridge and cable included.

SOCCER
Continued from page one.

Coach Mahler said of the young
OSU team Tuesday, "Ohio State

is obviously a young team but ... five recruiting classes in the
"They brought in five, maybe
they may have had one of the top country.
six club players who won a

national championship, and with national experience but have also
these players they have not only traveled abroad."
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page twelve
Join tho Fun!
Tha Univ. YMCA la
having its Ural maating
Tuesday Sept. 26 @ 9pm
102 BA
Don'lmlaalll

CAMPUS EVENTS

'Prasfdant for a Day'
Tickets on steps for Ed Blag
9am-4pm
Necklaces, bracelets, i-shirts.
sweatshirts lor sale
Sponso'ed by the Golden Key

1995/96 SENIORS
Senior portraits are now being taken
Call Carl Wolf Studio at 1800 969-1338
To schedule your sitting. Photosiaken on
campus in the KEY yearbook office.
28 West Hall.

OUTBREAK
Dustin Hoflman* Morgan Freeman
'ReneRusso*
'Fevensh Suspense' A Masterpiece'
NOW SHOWING AT 111 OLSCAMP HALL
Sept. 22 & 23 at 7pm-9:30pmmidnight
Admission $2.00*Sponsored by UAO
ALSO TONIGHTHI
The Miracle Worker' 9pm Gish Film Theatre

Announcement to all students currently majoring in an interdisciplinary program (including
Environmental Studies. Women's Stud>es,
American Culture Studies, el.at.):

SOCK HOP 95
Take off your shoes A dance lo today's rap,
R4B. and dance music- In your Socks! This
Thursday 8:30-1030- Community Suite Admission is Free1 Sponsored by UAO

A very important information and organizational meeting intended to address tne future
■nierdisoplinary programs at BGSU will take
piaoa Thursday. September 2i at 9pm in 114
3A Bldg. Any student with interests in the future of these programs, including the nature of
rne majors and the courses offered, are
strongly encourage to attend and take some
control over the destiny of interdisciplmanry at
BGSU

What is wet. quiet, needs food, and is inexpensive? A FISH On sale Sept 4-15 Union Foyer
10-4 PM Pick up orders Oct 6-7 in UAO Office.

13,400
In one month
I have relocated in Toledo and am looking for a
few sell-driven individuals to work with to do
the same Call (4191865-8380

RIDES

Artistic'Need Cash?
Design a T-shirt for University Lutheran
Chapel CallJulie for details 2-4651

Blow away your calculus problems with Hurricane Calculus. Pick up a copy at your college
bookstore or call 1 800 393 3415

Need Ride to OU
Weekend of 9/22
Gas % Call Cindy 352-3383

ATTENTION SENIORS'"
Don't miss out. Senior Portraits are
now being taken on campus m the
KEY Yearbook office 28 West Hall.
Call 1-800-969-1338
to schedule your sitting.

SERVICES OFFERED
BOWLING GREEN C.C. GOLF COURSE
HAS STUOENT RATES!
»6-9 HOLES; $9-16 HOLES
CALL 352-5S46
Greyhound buslines now open. Weekdays 9-5.
Sal 9 2 Call 352 5033 m 353 8678
SKYDIVE - YOU KNOW YOU'VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO. Skydive classes offsrsd 10
minutes from BGSU campus. Student 4
group discounts. VISA & Mastsreard scripted SKYDIVE B.C. 352-5200.
Sororities and Fraternities
Looking for volunteer activities
to meet your requirements
UNIVY has plenty of
oppotumties for you
Come to our first meeting
Tuesday Sept. 26 @ 9pm

COME ONE ■ COME ALL
UNIVERSITY REDCROSS
Organizational Meeting
Mon. Sept. 25.7PM. 103 BA

102 BA for information
note: Free food follows most of our evenisl

If a tree falls in the woods and no one is there
lo hear it. does it make any noise?
Does it really matter? Either way. bnng your
thoughts and thought provoking questions to
the Philosophy Club this Thursday at 8:00pm in
301 Shacel Hall. All majors welcome.
Think about HH

Looking for healthy food choices
Take a Bite. 8 Week Program
Starts the end of Sept.
Learn how to survive fast food
lanes and dmmg choices.
Receive personalized plan
Taught by nurse & health educator
Choose Tuesday liam-l2:30pm
or Wednesday 3:30-5pm

tm

«■■■■■■■

■

■

■

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting ai $39 00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall "354-1614
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Ovor S6 Billion in pnvale sector grants and
scholarships is now available All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income, or par.
enfs income.
Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services:
1 -800-263-6495 exl F55441

Hustle
Local firm seeks individuals to help run sales
training center. No experience necessary. Neat
appearance and positive attitude a must. 2-4K
potential Cailtooual ty (419)865-1685.

Call 10 register 372-9355

IT'S JUST A JOB!!
...related to your Major.
Ihat pays good monsy,
that looks grsat on your resume,
that could Isad to a career.
CO-OP KICK OFF
Friday, Sepl. 22nd
3:30pm 1007 BA Building

Open Uteakcfav* ot 4pm;
Open otUjrKhFrl., Sot. & Sun.
f BI N. Mela, ■•
IH 514*
<m

College Men are the Best
Fraternity Men are the Best of the College Men
The Pni Delts are the Best of the Fraternity
Men
RUSH PHI DELT
Any questions? Call Gary 352-4370.

HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALLl
Friday vs. Kent
Saturday vs. Akron
7PM AT ANDERSON ARENA

CLIO'S

_

CO-OP STUDENTS:
WE HAVE MOVED
310 STUDENT SERVICES
Now Is Ihs time to update your tiled
Bring a new resume and a NEW
copy of your unofficial transcript
(tree si your college office)
Questions? 2-2451

Fun and Money
3.000 per month
Looking for outgoing people who are money
motivated. Part-time or full-time available. Call
Tim al 1419)865-8380.

PERSONALS

Free DJ Training!
WBGU86.1 FMisolfenng training
For Prospective DJ's
Come to the first session
This Thursday. Sept. 21.9:00PM
In m South Hall
Hope to see you there!!
For more info call: 372-2826 or
Jen at 352-4295. or Brian at 353-0397
The Shark is Deadll

■as

Attention Studsnts:
It YOU ha vii found a jes]
that Is rslatsd to your major
COME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
310 Slud«nt Ssrvlcss to register for
■ tree transcript notation.
VERIFY YOUR EMPLOYMENT!
2-2451 details

Blues
I spent two years bartending as a 21 year-oid
trying to pay my way through college. I recently
joined an environmental marketing firm and
earned over

Found Room Key
in Prour Cafeteria
lounge 3/19. To claim.
call BJ.al 372-1326

COLLEGIATE 4-H
Anyone interested in getting away
for the weekend. Collegiate 4-H
<s go<ng to Camp Palmer on Friday
Sept. 22-Sat. the 23 Cost is $15.00
Includes team initiatives, meals. &
lodging. II interested contact
Dave Radsick @ 372-3253

AOII' AOII - AOII
OPEN RUSH TONIGHT
8:001 9:00PM
JOIN US FOR FRIENDS'
AND ICE CREAM!!!
AOII • AOII • AOII

LOST & FOUND

APlCS'PurchasingClub
SOCIAL'
Starts this Friday at
3:30 with volleyball at the
sand court behind the Rec.
Continues at BW-3's for
Happy Hours at 6:00
Free Wings I

CD PLAYERS
The 1995-96 season of CD (cullrral diversity)
ptayers will begin Tuesday. Sept. 26 al 10pm in
tne 2nd floor lounge of Dunbar Hall. CD
Players is a theatrical troupe of students who
write and perform a senes of skits on current
social issues (homophobia, sexual assault, racism. AIDS/HIV, etc.) Any questions contact
Carrie Sargent or Staci BuchwaW at 372-2066
II >nterested, please attend this informational
meeting.

Alpha Phi has a house boy position open. Call
Lisa at 2-5209 if interested

■

£~~\

A55441.
Tuesday '• < I9thtrom8-.0pm
Thursday, the 2> st from 8-10pm

Lg. 7.00
XLg. 8.75 (Best Value!)

MAGAZINE MODELS
WANTED

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test
Confidential ft Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

AZG Research Hiring
Gain valuable business & marketing experience as a market research interviewer Starting pay $4.50, $5 00 after training No Selling.
126 W. Wooster. BG. OH 43402 Phone
352 8ii5l"«: 101
Bag Room Staff Tues.-Fn
Mornings preferred. 4.50 per hour •
lips. Call Mike at 666-1472

SENIORS
Senior Portraits are now being taken
on campus in the KEY Yearbook office
28 West Hall. Call Carl Wolf Studio
at 1 -800-969-1338 to schedule a sitting.
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
We love our new members1
You are awesome'
Love.
Your New Sisters
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
The Besl 5 Hours 'Happy Hour'
Friday 4-9pm at Brathausl
All bottled beer, pitchers,
mixed dnnks. and shots
Also Myles pizza by the slice
19 and over - No cover
You will love the prices
THONISON!!
Dance Marathon Committee Applications
Available in 440 Student Services. Due 9/22
Thursday Lasagna Spec-al at CAMPUS POLLYEYESI Includes one trip to the salad bar and
garlic bread. Only $3.99 11am - 9pm. Dme-m
anripiCH-upOP.y
UT/8GSU Volleyball happenings at LaJoiia
Beach almost every Fri. & Sat. night.
419535-0881.
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
Come attend our first organizational meeting
on Monday. September 25 al 9 30pm in 210
Math Science. VIP houses four volunteer
programs including: Campus Sisters, Campus
Brothers. People for Animal Wellare. and
AdoptaGrandparent. These groups offer ongoing weekly community service opportunities
for students. Questions''Call 2-2843
Would you like lo spend your Spring Break
In New York City to learn about poverty and
racism first hand, and also earn three hours
credit In Ethnic Studies? There will be an informational meeting this Thursday at Noon at
the UCF Center, corner ol Thurstin and Ridge,
telephone »352-7534. Guests from the South
Bronx m New York City will beat:n srroeing.
'Evening in Paris!'
Friday, Sept. 22
Authentic French appetizers & desserts
Free flower. $4/person (bursarable)
For reservstions call the French House
at 372-2671

BG News Production Assistant
Position Available Immediately
Graphic Design Experience Helpful
In interested, Go to Student Employment
for information regarding this position.
Crazy Cash
Like to be trained by individuals making over
$20,000 a month. I was and earned over
$18,000
my first two months. If money excites you call
rep, tor app't. 419-865-1915.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal A full-time employment available. No expenence necessary
For more information call
1-206634 0468exl C55441
Earn $50. $100, or more per week in spare
time. Sell new line of Student Greeting Cards
Contact College Daze at 800-554-6249.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O Box 774
Olathe. KS 66051
EBSCO Telemarketing Service
Welcome Back Students'
1994 Top 50 National Outbound Service
agency is currently expanding its sales force. II
you are interested in earning top dollars ( $6-10
per hr.) working flexible hours (mm. 1 ShrsTWk)
receiving weekly pay and building your resume
then call now for interview 353-6662 or come m
to apply at 113 N. Main St. (across form Junclon)
__

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal and full-time employment available
at National Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Benefits and bonuses1 Call:
1-206-545-4804 exl N55441

HELP WANTED

Call No. 20327
Course Request via STAR
System
through Fri. 9/22, 5:00 PM

SPRING BREAK) TRAVEL FREE with SunSplash Tours. Highest commission paid, lowest
prices. Campus Reps, needed to sell Jamaica,
Cancun. Bahamas, Daytona. Panama City.
Padre CALL 1-600-426-7710.
T A.S.P. International is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gain
valuable experience m all areas of business
while building your resume. Average earnings
are between $7,000 $9,000. Positions in most
Cleveland suburbs, Akron, Canton, Youngstown, Sandusky, and Toledo are filled on a lirst
come, first qualified basis. For more information call Man Scherer @ 1 -800-543-3792.
Tutor for AMID 103 TEXTILES. Call 28495.
O" cu ol D sab.iiry Rusojrces
WILD AND CRAZY
Break the 9-5 drag.
We have the best atmosphere in town.
10 positions avail $300-400 weekly.
No exp necessary. We train.
No phone interviews. 865-1075

FOR SALE

»900obo37253l2
1985 Toyoia Supra. Runs great Musi sell.
$3000 000.419-277-8039 01419 878-9986
Kingsi2e Sealy no-motion waierbed. Healer,
oak frame, perfect condition. $100. 823-3033
5pm-9pm.
Power Book 14 5B
8MGRam80HO
In Fax/mod
$1050-obo call Paul

3529195
SATURN FRONT END COVER. HARDLY
USED, LOOKS GREAT. WILL FIT 91-95 SL1
OR 91-92 SL2S80 00. PLEASE CALL
3f3-0319
Slax electrostatic headphones - $175 new. selling for $50 (perfect condition). Beautiful 6 ft.
Norfolk pine - $40 obo. Yamaha CR400
Receiver $20 Call 352-1248

15% OFF ANY PURCHASE
<j>nalil > Sscins »V < <»ll««l ilil«-s
^S^ \
•^je^' \

Beer Related Advertising also
Die-Cast Collectibles by:

,0
(/°a

HOURS: Mon.-Thum. 3:30-8:00 p..
166 S. Main ■ Bowling Green. OH. ■ 353 MUGS

exp O/30/OS

We've MOVED!!
The Co-op Program
is now located in
310 Saddlemire Student Services

Advertising Sales Rep for
The Gavel
Great resume builder, need own transportation. Call 372-2606 for details.

Best Western
1450E. WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH
Saturday Sept. 23rd. 12:00 p.m.: 2:30p.m.:5:00p.m.
No calls. Under 18 with parent. Not a school or Agency
Dress for test shoot. Free evaluation.

RESORT JOBS - Students Needed!
Eam to $i2/hr. and tips. Theme Parks. Hotels.
Spas, and more. Destinations include Florida,
Hawaii. Colorado & So. Cahlorma. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 ext.
R55441.

■385 II. ckSkyhawk,2dl
126K, excellent running cond.

Local manufacturing company has need of
pan-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly of small parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schedule. Only one block off of BGSU campus,
south of Wooster St., so you can walk or drive.
Many BGSU students work at this plant. Rate
of pay is $4 25 per hour. Come by to pick up an
application form. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.. Dough Street. Bowling Green, OH
43402.

1991 Honda CRX SI. Black. 5-spd . power sunroof. AC, cruise, excellent condition. $6500.
CallJtmat4l9 661-1046

PSYC 324 AM SIGN LANG OF DEAF

STAFF/DIRECT CARE
WORKERS
Anne Grady Corporation has positions available at the base facility and for all shifts m community-based group homes and supported living program. Competitive wages and benefits.
Staff must have good communication skills and
be able to work well m a team. Expenenc working with individuals with mental retardation or
relevant course study preferred, but not required Pan-time, and substitute positions
available at several Toledo locations and at the
Center. Residential staff must have own vehicle, liability insurance, and a good driving record. Apply in person between 8:00 a.m.-430
p.m. at: Anne Grady Center, 1525 Eber fid..
Holland. OH 43528.(419)866 6500 EOF

Lawn Maintenance. PT & FT. Flexible schedule Ctf 352-5822

WANTED

Any ROWING expenence? The CREW CLUB
is tookjng for an ASSISTANT COACH. For
more inlo contact Laura @ 353 8152.

RESEDENTIAL

Lawn Maintenance • pt. & full Dme
Flexiblo Schoduie.
Call 352 5822

Local promotional company seeks sales people for advertising specialty items. Call
6865295

ALL SIZES-AGES, MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
TO APPEAR IN NATIONAL MAGAZINE.
OUR CLIENTS INCLUDE:
Personal Fitness, Seventeen, Model Look,
Teen, Front Page Detective, Beauty
Handbook, Be Healthy, Black Beauty,
Alive Now, Cosmopolitan & dozens more!
PART TIME $85 PER HOUR IF HIRED
APPLY AT:

i

PARTY
If you have an out-gomg personality A like to
have fun i:'s time you put it to good use Upbeat
Toledo office is looking for energetic people to
fill various management positions No exp.
needed. We will tram. Call Mmi for appt.
865 1917.

AAAAAAA
WORK FOR THE BEST!!
Pisanello's needs pizza makers evenings
$4.50 plus per hour.
Apply 4pm-6pm. 203 N Main
Food experience helpful

—1

i

Athletic Dept. tutors needed111 Must have GPA
of 3.0 or better in the following subjects Math
all levels! Specifically Calc. & Calc. 128,130
etc. Ace 40, Stats., Mrktg., & Ethnic Studies.
For fulher details call Gloria Martinez. Academic Advising Office. 372-7096.

" AAA COMMUNICATION *•
$25,000
SKILLS
If you enjoy greeting people, this is your career
opportunity. Positive attitude $ neat appearance a must. Excellent income potential. Start
immediately. Will Train! Call 865-1915 to set up
interview.

No' valid with any other offer.
Chicago Style extra.

PRO IMAGES STUDIOS

Part llmeweekday A/or weekend custodial
help needed in the University Union. Contact
Carol at 372-2598.

KKGKKGKKG
OUTBREAK
Dustin Hodman * Morgan Freeman
'Rene Russo"
'Fevensh Suspense' 'A Masterpiece'
NOW SHOWING AT 111 OLSCAMP HALL
Sept. 22 A 23 at 7pm-9:30pm midnight
Admission $2.00 • sponsored by UAO
ALSO TONIGHTHI
The Miracle Worker* 9pm Gish Film Theatre

Our firm is looking lor individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available m select Cleveland suburbs. Columbus. Akron, Canton, and
more.Call 1-800-887-1960.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home.
Into 1-504646 1700DEPT OH 6255

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begm now. Tor info
call 301-306-1207.

■

Add Breadsticks! Only $2.00
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166

r^PlSOfKWlo'S

The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
lo invite you to our Open Rush at the Kappa
Kappa Gamma house

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Earn up to $3,000-$6,000* per month
Room A Board* Transportat-oni Male/Female.
No experience necessaryi (206)545-4155 exl

tlAAAA! Earn $2500 & Free Spring Break
Tripsl Sell 8 Trips & Go Free! Besl Trips &
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaics, FlorIda! Spring Break Travel! 1-400-678-6366.

YOUR CHOICE — ANY 2 ITEMS:

Sm. 4.50
Med. 6.00

KKGKKGKKG

What is Co-op?
I i

-

i

i

i

i

i

-

t

■ .1 list a jot) i ha I s related to your ma 101 .

Freshmen, Sophomores, & Juniors
who are NEW to Co-op,

Come to the CO-OP KICK-OFF!!!!

Now being offered Spring '96

FRIDAY, Sept. 22nd
3:30 PM-1007 BAA
Students who are already on tile with us:
NOW IS THE TIME TO UPDATE YOUR FILE!
Bring in a new resume with current address & phone,
and a NEW copy of your unofficial grade transcript.
Questions? 372-2451

•^\v\\\^^^^
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UPDATE MAGAZINE

TO EAT OUT OR NOT TO
EAT OUT?
THAT IS THE QUESTION.
UPDATE GIVES YOU THE
ANSWERS!
SEPTEMBER 21,1995
•-v.--..

"

•"■

•-■

UPDATE
The food we eat
distinguishes us
The essential part of University students surviving
through an academic year is eating. Many students
have the option to eat on campus or off campus, it's all
according to what their taste buds and budget allow.
Many first-year students may not know that Bowling
Green and the University offer a variety of places to eat
and enjoy a friendly and sometimes entertaining atmosphere at the same time.
Therefore, Update Magazine is here to offer guidance
and information to University students wanting special
items in their diet or just a place to go and hang out with
friends. But whatever the case, Bowling Green and the
University combined are sure to please the avid healthy
dietician or even the late-night bar-goers wanting food at
a bargain price.
Update Magazine will focus on the busy lives of food
servers who work their way through school. We will also
focus on restaurants and cafeterias that hire students
who can earn some extra money.
Also, we will inform University students of new restaurants in Bowling Green and what they have to offer
the community. Restaurants focusing on specialty
menus are also included in Update to focus on the unique
food for the daring students.
As fair Update readers browse through our first issue
of the year concentrate on the vital information before
your eyes. University students are all different in many
ways, and what they eat is one of the most noticeable differences between you and me.
We are an essential part of the Bowling Green community and its restaurant chains. Our opinion is important, so don't be afraid to ask questions about what you
are about to put in your mouth.

Kelly Rigo/Tlit BG Newi
This candy counter has been a fixture at the Main Street Ben Franklin store for more than a decade.

Sweet tooths rewarded
at town candy counter
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

AP Pholo

Orvllle Redenbacher, the grandfather of popcorn, was found
dead In the bathtub of his Coronado, California home Tuesday.

The Update Staff
Editors
Amy Johnson Special Project Editor
Jim Barker Assistant Special Projects Editor
Kelly Rigo Photo Editor
Production
Ed Reed
Amy Cunningham
Kevin Rathge
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Students looking for a way to
satisfy their sweet tooth don't
have to go any farther than
downtown Bowling Green thanks
to Ben Franklin's candy counter.
The candy counter has a lot to
offer students, said Floyd Craft,
who co-owns the store with his
wife.
Craft said the candy counter
was expanded more than 10
years ago. He also said there are
more than 200 types of candy
available there.
Many students come to the
store to see what all there is to
offer, Craft said.
"Everybody likes sweets," he
said. "We enjoy having the students come in and we treat them
like everyone else."
The candy counter has a lot of
old fashioned bulk candy, as well
as pick- a-mix candy where the
students can pick the assortment
of candy they want.
"We have between 70 and 100
types of wrapped candy for the
pick-a-mix," he said. "Students
.can pick the kiads they want for

$1.78 a pound."
Craft also said the counter has
homemade fudge and popcorn at
seasonal times.
Ben Franklin has been located
downtown since 1976 and has a
variety of items for students to
buy. Besides the full candy department, it also has cards,
stationary, party supplies, custom framing, toys, toiletries and
a one- hour photo lab. It also has a

of advertising, but it is difficult
to reach the students.
"We do a lot of business with
students but it is impossible to
find the medium to reach them
all," he said. "Many of the students that need us, know about
us, but other students don't."
Craft said he would encourage
students to stop in and check out

"We enjoy having the students come in and
we treat them like everyone else."
Floyd Craft
co-owner of Ben Franklin

large selection of crafts and what all the store has to offer.
"Stop in and you will be surseasonal merchandise.
"We have a variety of crafts prised," he said. "Our employees
and specialties," Craft said. "And go out of their way to help you."
we will match prices from other
The store is open from 9 a.m. to
stores on many products."
Craft said the store does a lot 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday
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Eatery's nameis invitation
Comeata Taco delivers fast food with homemade taste
Classic Eats

Amy Johnson
The BC News

A taco place that delivers has
opened up in Bowling Green and
the name invites the public to
"come eat a taco." It's Comeata
Taco, located in the Greenwood
Center.
Comeata Taco, 1616 E. Wooster, offers Mexican fast food
with a homemade taste, said Rick
Allen, manager of Comeata Taco.
The restaurant is the first of its
kind in Bowling Green.
"We have the food quality of
dining restaurants at fast-food
price, service and structure," Allen said.
The restaurant has a limited
dining area, carry-out and delivery available to its patrons.
"It's just like the pizza places
in town but we have tacos," Allen
said.
The restaurant specializes in
Mexican food that other Mexican
restaurants in Bowling Green do
not offer.
"We have non-alcoholic frozen
cocktails and churros, which are
Mexican doughnuts which sell
very well," Allen said.
Comeata Taco is now hiring
employees. People interested in
being drivers should contact the
restaurant.
"We are always hiring," Allen
said. "We arc increasing our
business and right now we need
at least five more drivers."
A customer visiting from Ak-

CarryOut 352-2595

W'wlilj S|M>t'ials

•afs -f
Bar-B-Q Ribs
Dinner
Cole Slaw & Fries

■«*At*

*ss^ sm
Chicken
Dinner
Mashed Potatoes,
Peas, S Rolls

Mexican Fiesta
Kelly RlfWTlH BO Ncwl
Malt Partin, right, and Jason Crowcll, sit down lo eal al Ihc Corner Grill, a Bowling Green culinary
mainstay since the 1950s.

ron, Ohio said he liked the res- good lor the price.
taurant because it delivers the
"I've been to Bowling Green
f(X>d.
many times and I was looking for
"I wasn't in the proper clothes a variety of taste in Mexican
to go out and get food," said food," Hostctler said.
Jeremy Hostctler. "It was conComeata Taco is open Monday
venient and the food was really through Thursday from 11 a.m.

to midnight, Friday and Saturday
until 1 a.m. and Sunday from 4
p.m. lo 12 a.m.
"I'm proud of our products,"
Allen said. "I wouldn't serve the
food if I didn't enjoy the food."
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Located in the Greenwood Center 1616 E. Wooster
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and
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South Side 6
caters to all
alcohol tastes

Future Dinners

Jim Barker
The BG News
South Side 6 is truly unique when measured against average convenience stores.
At most convenient store chains a person will find coolers stocked
with Colt 45, Olde English 800, Milwaukee's Best and Natural Lite.
There is usually no wine or champagne, and what wines one may
come upon were manufactured specifically to coat the stomachs of
only the most hardened drinkers.
South Side 6, 737 S. Main St., attracts customers of a more refined
taste. The unassuming brick structure is home to one of the largest
selections of imported beer in the area, hosting more than ISO brands
of beer from all over the globe.
South Side 6 manager, So Shaheen, said the store's large selection
of imported beers is due to aggressive expansion.
"When we first bought the store about 3 1/2 years ago, it had a
small selection of imported beers," Shaheen said. "We sort of aggressively approached it and built it up. Now we have a large selection
and we're pretty well known for it."
According to Shaheen, South Side 6 was built more than three decades ago and stands as a kind of local landmark. Shaheen said his customers are an interesting mix of locals and college students, many
seeking wine and champagne for special occasions.
"We have a seperate wine room. [The previous owners] expanded
off the back and built a separate room with nothing but wine in it,"
Shaheen said. "We do pretty good with it. The champagne is mostly
for the holidays.
"If [customers] ask, I point them to brands I like. A lot of customers stand there IS, 20 minutes looking and deciding what they
want," he said.
AP PholoAlack A in... n h

Turkeys at Blake's Turkey Farm in Concord, N.H., walk under dark skies. The four and one-half
month old birds are destined for Thanksgiving dinner tables, according to owner Charlie Blake.

Friends are the most important thing in the world.

Cowboys' classic
cuisine available
Brandon Wray
The BC News
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140 E. Woostcr
Bowling Green

• Wdeo Delivery
•Free Pick-Up
•Free Membership
• Vi Price Late Fees
' 990 Closing Special
•Open Late
•Video Club Cards

MM

x3l "IE
|V Late Nite Video
140 E. Woostcr

Rent One Video at regular
price and get 2nd FREE

The Call of the Canyon Cafe is
the latest in a series of unique
business ventures for Sandy and
Jerry Wicks, owners of the cafe.
The Wicks started Grounds for
Thoughts coffeehouse and Natty
Threads vintage clothing store

354-5283
I

and now they have brought the
wild west to downtown Bowling
Green.
"We wanted people to be able
to experience a place and time
period we love so much," said
Sandy Wicks, a native of Arizona.
The menu, which Wicks deSee CANYON, page five.

THE PLACE FOR RIBS
THE PLACE FOR BGSU PARENTS

r*ot Vam wm Omar OMars
MMI E«x»-ei 10/3"9S

1991, 92, 93
urrm
1

Late Nite Video
140 E. Wooster

Rent One Video at regular
price and get 2nd FREE.
for delivery only I

PEOPLES
CHOICE WINNER AT
NW OHIO'S RIB-OFF

Steaks, Chicken, Seafood & More

l 354-5283
Not WtS Wtn Oh* Ottfl
Coupon Eipi'as 1031/95
Serial No BG3901

QQO / 1 1 Z

2009 S. Reynold's Rd.

«OI Ul

(Acrosi from Soulhwyck Mall)

IU
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Big Eaters

Clubs host bands of
vast music spectrum
beginning. Money made at the
d(H>r thereafter becomes profit
for the club.

MaryT. Ryan
The BC News

Howard's Club II and Easystrect Cafe, two downtown late
night locales, offer musical experiences for music lovers of all
types.
Howard's Club II, 210 N. Main
St., features classic rock, heavy
metal and alternative music.
"The music is mainly whatever
is popular over the years," said
Jeff Uhlman, an employee at the
club.
Although Howard's has been
known in the past to give newer
bands all the money earned at the
door, the bands themselves
usually establish a set fee in the

When the bands arc not playing. Easy Street offers an open
microphone on Tuesday nights to
any local talent who wishes to
perform.

alternative, reggae, jazz and
blues. Most of the bands ore
local, but Easy Street has hosted
bands from out of state, including the Chicago area.

Easy Street Cafe, 104 S. Main
St., features a variety of music.
Above the cafe people can hear

Easy Street welcomes patrons
19 and over with an equal cover
charge that ranges from $2 to S5,
a decision left up to the individual bands.
Elizabeth Fisscl, an employee
at the club, said the cover was
not a lot of money for college
students.
"The cover generally isn't
more than five dollars," Fisscl
.said. "All of the money made at
the uoor goes directly to the
band, as well."

The cafe is decorated with cacti, Western arts and crafts and
Zane Grey novels.
Zone Grey, a 19th century Ohio
writer, was charmed by the West
and inspired to write a scries of
novels that deal with life in the

western setting. One of these
novels,"Call of the Canyon," gave
the cafe its name. Wicks said.
The Call of the Canyon Cafe is
open daily from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The cafe also offers their full
menu for delivery.

The public is welcome to attend live performances at both
Howard's Club H and Easy Street
Cafe beginning at 10 p.m. on
Thursday. Friday and Saturday
nights.

CANYON
Continued from pjge four.
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scribes as "great sandwiches
with a cowboy twist", features
modern variations on classic
cowboy foods like cornbread,
pinto beans, and various meats.
All sandwiches, including an extensive vegetarian menu, are
served on a variety of homemade
breads.
„,.ve

addcd a

,„,

of my person.

Ben Thomas and his wife Roseanne arrive at the opening of the new al belongings to the cafe like picPlanet Hollywood in Beverly Hills, Calif. Planet Hollywood's 28lh lo- tures of the Southwest and other
cation opened with all the glitz and glamour of a movie premier.
desert artifacts," Wicks said.

Young's sells games
Andrea Wood
The BG News

The owner of Young's Newsstand promises to provide anything to conquer boredom.

Bryan Young, Young's News- zines, comic books, gaming
stand owner, said he carries equipment, model kits and the
enough goods to get his 18- to snack food to carry an army
24-year-old customers through a through a long campaign.
rainy day and beyond. His merSee YOUNGS, page seven.
chandise includes games, maga-
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104 South Main Street

353-0988
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CHECK OUT OUR GREAT BREAKFAST SPECIALS

2 eggs, 2 bacon or sausage links, 2 pancakes or toast & jelly, and
HOME FRIES or coffee. JUST $2.65
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BUY ONE $2.65 Breakfast and get 1 free with a Koodtown Discount Shopper Card.
EVERY Mon.-Thurs. 6:30a.m.-l 1a.m.

have; lo offrr ut very nwisonulilt? prices.

Great low cholesterol Breakfast Specials

Ami w*r'r« OJM'H 7 duys u week!

Mon.-Thurs. 4p.m.-9p.m. Buy 1 value meal & get the other for 50% off.
-Oatmeal with brown sugar, milk, toast and jelly, coffee or tea
-cholesterol free egg beater, toast and jelly, coffee or tea
PLUS MANY MANY MORE I!!!!!!!!!!!
Re. t Hours: Mon .-Thurs. 6:30a.m.-9p.m., Fri. 6:30a.m.-10p.m., Sat. 7a.m.-9p.m., S un. 8a.m.-8p. ffl.
1021 S. Main St. across from Foodtown.
i
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Low-fat eating easy Grill's location,
evening hours
Salad, fruit, hommus among local choices
draw students
Manda Simpson
The BG News

A University student living
on campus and trying to eat
well knows how difficult it can
be to find healthy, low-fat food
on and off campus. However,
most of the on-campus restaurants offer a variety of such
foods.
For example. Commons dining hall has a sandwich and salad bar open daily for both
lunch and dinner.
Each day at Founders there
is a salad bar, a deli, a wok,
fresh fruit and choices of pasta
available to students. Founders
also serves frozen yogurt for
dessert.
McDonald dining hall pro-

vides a salad bar which is open
daily and at least one vegetarian entree for each meal. It
also offers a variety of fresh
fruit and yogurt.
The Bowl-N-Greenery, located on the first floor of the
University Union, offers daily
specials. Monday is vegetarian
food day and Thursday is pasta
day.
However, if students become
tired by searching for goodtasting healthy food oncampus, there are a variety of
restaurants off-campus at
reasonable prices where
healthy meals are served.

Easystreet Cafe, 1045 S.
Main, offers a variety ol homemade soups and salads served

Monday through Friday from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Baked or
broiled fish and chicken, a
fresh fruit plate, vegetarian
plates and vegetarian lasagna
are also served daily at Easystreet. Taco Bell, 320 E. Wooster, has a new light menu. Students can get almost any original Taco Bell favorite with half
the fat. Items on the new light
menu range from Sg. to lOg. of
fat per serving compared to
llg. to 23g. on the original
menu.

Cosmo's, 126 E. Wooster, has
a variety of low-fat meals and
offers everything from bagels
to a variety of salads to spinach
pie and hommus, said Scott
1 .iu iH.ul. Cosmo's co-owner.

lloni's
• Daily Lunch Specials
• Daily Happy Hour 3-9 pm

11:30 om - 2:30 am

• 20 0 Wings on Tuesdays
Fri Sol
11 am - 3 am

Seated on the comer of Main and Court streets, the Corner Grill
owes most of its popularity to its location and late hours.
The Corner Grill is a restaurant well known to many University
students, who often visit downtown Bowling Green during the late
evening hours.
The Corner Grill was built in the early 19S0'a and still survives as a
restaurant that attracts many customers.
Linda Stacy, owner of the Corner Grill, lias managed and operated
the restaurant for the past six years.
"I love cooking and the customers that come in are usually really
nice," Stacy said. "We have plenty of regular customers and plenty of
new faces that come in."
The Corner Grill serves breakfast, burgers, soup, salad and homemade pies and cakes.
Stacy believes the location is a prime factor of the restaurant's
image.
"The restaurant is close to the bars and after they close many students come here and eat," Stacy said.
Students agree that the location is what makes the Corner Grill a
good place to eat late at night.
"Where else can you go at 3 a.m. to eat eggs, toast and hashbrowns
for only $1.99 that is so close to all the bars?" said Jarrett Mehalik, a
freshman business major.
Many students claim that the Corner Grill attracts them for various
reasons.

Stoi
Sun-Thurs

Amy Johnson
The BC News

• Big Screen T.V.'s
• \T.\ Interactive Trivia
• CarryouJ Available
• 11 Different Sauces

176 € Wooster
Bowling Green

353-ftWWW
(2999)

Union adds hours
for late studying
Vlnce Guerrlerl
The BG News

Starting this semester, students who are unable to find a
suitable study environment have
a place to go. The Falcon's Nest
in the Union has opened up a Late
Night Study Lounge.
The study lounge, which started with classes on Aug. 30, was
the idea of Sally Stiens, an Undergraduate Student Government senator. Stiens, who is now
the cabinet chief of staff, lived
off-campus but wanted a "safe,
easily- accessible study environment," for students.
The Union, called "the most
secure place on campus," by its
director, Dave Crooks, was selected because of its location and
facilities, as well as its safety.
In addition to the study space,
the Union computer lab is also
opened 24 hours beginning Sept.
18 and the Pizza Outlet is open
until 3 a.m.
"The study lounge is designed
for the student who cannot go
home and needs a place to
study," Crooks said. "The mission of the Union is to serve students as best we can with the fa-

cilities that we have."
The study lounge Is staffed by
the building manager, a student
and two employees at the Pizza
Outlet, in addition to one monitor
in the computer lab.
The cost of keeping the Falcon's Nest open an extra five
hours is about $100 a day.
"The study lounge is not monitored as if it were a study hall,"
Crooks said.
The Late Night Study Lounge is

"The mission of the
Union is to serve
students as best we
can with the facilities
that we have."
Dave Crooks
director of the University Union

open until 4 am. Monday through
Thursday, with the Pizza Outlet
open until 3 a.m. The Union
closes at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
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Grocery shops,
snack counters
provide choices
Kelly Miele
The BC News

The University offers a variety
of food choices to students including alternatives to the typical residence dining halls.
Within the University, the
Pheasant Room and Bowling
Greenery, both located in the
Union, Berries Restaurant, located in llarshman and Towers
Inn, located in MacDonald offer
students a sit-down restaurant
atmosphere.
Flo Klopfenstein, coordinator
of the Pheasant Room, said the
Pheasant Room provides night
features of spaghetti buffets and
other buffets of chicken and ribs.
"I try to make sure that wliat is
on the menu is what students
want to eat." Klopfenstein said.

Power Lunch

Beth Donahue, a junior French
major, said she was happy to see
the Bowling Greenery having a
vegetarian night.
"The salad bar was fresher and
the atmosphere was quieter,"
Donahue said. "The price wasn't
that bad considering how much
happier I was."
The University also offers two
stores. Garden Terrace in MacDonald Hall and Chily's F.xpress
in Kreisher Quadrangle.
Students who crave fast food
should also be satisfied by the
Galley in llarshman.
Not all reactions to the variety
offered was good. 'For the price
you pay, the food and service are
crap', said Michael Conner, a
senior English major.
Kim Casey, a senior Elementary Education major, asked 'Don't
other unions liave broader options, for example Pizza Huts?'
AP Photo/J. Scon Applewhite

President Clinton eats a Trench fry as Philadelphia mayor Ed Rondell sips a soda at the food court of
the Shops of Liberty Place Monday.

YOUNG'S
Continued from page five.

"We're an everything store,"
Young said.
Young's Newsstand has graced
178 S. Main St. for eight years.
According to Young, his great
grandfather was the proprietor
of e general store in Ohio during
the 1800s. Like his enterprising
relative, Young has plans to blaze
new trails in promoting his business.
"I plan on going to the World
Wice Web and sell merchandise

over the Internet," Young said.
Young hopes investing a little
time, energy and money into the
new worldwide network will
prove fruitful. He said connecting to the world can only have a
positive effect on business.
Young said his store's specialty
is role-playing equipment, including cards for the game Magic and supplies for Man 'O' War.
Young said they play games in
the store-

The Canoe Shop
Black Swamp Outfitters

Your Wilderness
Shop For:
Camping,
Canoeing,
Backpacking,
Hiking, Kayaking,

xc Skiin

9

140 South River Road
(419)878-3700

15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville
135 N Main

TH€ M€NU HAS HRRIV6D

353 6912

Parking in Rear

Appetizers
Wmgi-Hol.MM.H.cto'Y

Nacrna
FrMhHomut
BsartDp

(Chaaaa&p)

Turkay
Ham
Salami
Pniiy SlaaR
Gyro
ChicKa" Salad
Tuna Salad
ABovattartewrth
Mayo. Latluc* Tomaio.
Onion.
P«JP»I. Nahan
Drawing

Homemade
Pizzas

Join the Fun!!!

Dough Mad*
f iwn Daily
12 Harm Available

Homemade
Calzoncs
14 Filrgi AvajiabW

Tun* SaMd
Cncfcsn Salad

Odds 6V Cnds
Dog.
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SPORT SANDALS

Mon. Night Foolba
1202 + DogS Pizza]
Special
Thurs: Ladies &
Greek Night
Fri-Sat: Bands &
MORE"!

NsrA
SB*
V°"

"r

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-8 * Sat-Sun 10am-6

10% OFF ANY NON-SALE GEAR W/BGSU I.D.

Second
female
to battle
Citadel

Oriental Cuisine

College Press Service

APPholo/VlnccmYu
Martin Lee, left, head of (he Democratic Party, Hong Kong's main pro-democracy political alliance, gets In some last minute
campaigning with a breakfast crowd at a fast food restaurant.

Laughter helps with lectures
Ellssa Leibowltz
College Press Service
WASHINGTON

--

Students

walking into Joe Walenciak's economics class at John Brown
University in Siloam Springs,
Ark, don't want to hear is a

umumuuuwv

I STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY!
MONDAY - SEPTEMBER 2&1!

Bowling Green C.C. Golf Course

Four People - 9 holes - $1!

Two People - 9 holes - $8
Mon- Fri Only
Call for Tee- Times
352-5546

lengthy, stale lecture on utility
theory.
Some are bored with the topic.
Others, who have heard horror
stories about the subject's difficulty, are intimidated. So, Walenciak, chairman of John
Brown's division of business,
tells a story to illustrate utility
theory - the theory that more is

always better; that you never can
be satisfied.
"A kid I knew sat in a van at a
church youth group meeting and
ate so much pizza that he threw
up all over the van," Walenciak
says.
The class lauglis.
See HUMOR, page eleven.

J^riday^^
at The Toledo Museum of Art
Kick off your weekend
Enioy live music, appetizers
and a cash bar, dinner, tours
films, talks, and more.

4

Every Friday night from 5:30 to 9 p.m.

• Located Adjacent to the City Park*
•Take Poe Rd. West to Left on Fairview Ave.
•We're 2 Blocks on The Right*
«WWt«t«t«Wr«e«ftftWt«Wt««*MWr«»^^

CHARLESTON, N.C. -- Nancy
Mellette wants to be the next
Shannon Faulkner.
Mellette, a high school senior
at a military boarding school in
North Carolina, is seeking t> enroll at The Citadel next fall by
replacing Faulkner in the lawsuit
against the all-male military institution in South Carolina.
After 2 1/2 years of legal battles, Faulkner finally won the
right to enroll in The Citadel's
all-male corps of cadets program
this fall. But after only one day of
participation in "Hell Week," the
20-year-old was taken to the infirmary for heat exhaustion. She
dropped out five days later, citing health problems due to
stress.
Faulkner's attorneys liave filed
an intervention request that
would allow Mellette to replace
Faulkner in the case against The
Citadel.
"We are planning on seeing
this case through to its natural
and rightful end," said Val Vojkik, one of the attorneys for the
case. "Nancy is committed to obtaining the type of training The
Citadel provides."
In addition to her commitment
to join, Mellette also has a little
history on her side: Both her
father and brother are Citadel
graduates.
After Faulkner left The Citadel, her attorneys indicated
that there were more than 200
women waiting to take her place
in the lawsuit, creating tiic possibility of a class action suit
against the 152-year-old school.
For now, however, Mellette is the
only named replacement.

tOl ifth Third ll.ink

(419) 255-8000

*

ICr'.TER FOR CHOICE II
Conlldenlial Health Car6 For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N.Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1 -600-589-6005

UPDATE
Students pay tuition Coffee houses
working in eateries explore exotic
foods, drinks
September 21, 1995

JohnWenzel
The BC News

Fricker's in Perrysburg, said she 1 larshman quadrangle.
works for both spending money
and living money.
"I only work three nights a
"At this point it's money to live week on average, but it's several
on, but I also have money in the hours at a time," Buehrer said.
bank for bills," Kraft said.
Problems arising from a work
Anthony Buehrer, a sophomore
graphic design major, said he schedule that interfere with
works for spending money only. classes and sleeping are two of
Buehrer works on-campus as a the more apparent ones that a
night guard in the Ander- working student must face during the school year.

The academic, extracurricular
and social aspects of college can
be tough on University students
without having to worry about
employment. Nevertheless,
that's exactly what many students do every year.
"Sometimes it's hard to balance your time," said Jenn Jackson, a junior journalism major
who works at Bob Evans. Jack- " Working pays the
son, who lives off campus, said bills and
she works anywhere from four to
five hours a day, five days a extracurriculars."
week.
"Working pays the bills and exJenn Jackson
tracurriculars," Jackson said.
Working out of necessity is one junior journalism major employed
of the sole reasons that students
at Bob Evans
have jobs.
Jennifer Kraft, a junior psychology major who works at son/Bromfield section of

John Schindler, a freshman
who works in the kitchen of Berry's restaraunt located on campus, said he works three nights a
week, from 4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
the time that most students are
eating dinner or doing homework.
"I'm just hoping that this won't
conflict with my studies too
much," Shindler said.

Education poll reveals
fear of inflating prices
WASHINGTON -- Nearly all
parents in the United States want
their children to get a college education, but only two-thirds say
their household will be very or
even somewhat likely to pay for
their oldest child's tuition, according to a national education
survey.

ing costs.
Still, people fear the rise in
price of higher education. Eighty-six percent of the gallup poll
respndents said they are in suport of more state or federal financial aid, with 89 percent in
favor of more scholarships, 93

percent in favor of more workstudy funds and 90 percent in
favor of more low-interest student loans.
More than 1,300 Americans
were polled in May and June for
the Gallup survey.

ZZM

"We're now at a point where we
can say that virtually every parent wants their child to get a college education," said Lowell
Rose, executive director of the
national education fraternity Phi
Delta Kappa, which commissioned the 27th annual poll on education issues.

|-|oward's club J-J
Live Music Thurs.- Sat.

JohnWenzel
The BC News

what draws different people to
the coffee houses.
At Cosmos coffee house on
The term "coffee house" Wooster Street, the menu
might be an outdated term offers not only specialty cofsince they aren't just places to fees, teas and espressos but
go drink coffee and talk to also falafels, humus and
friends anymore. Many coffee flavored bagels such as spinhouses located in Bowling ach, vegetarian and banana
Green offer their customers nut.
specialty coffee, food and enTony Papavasilopoulos,
tertainment.
manager of Cosmos, said that
Coffee houses are quickly even though breakfast, lunch
becoming 'a multi-faceted and and afternoon times cater to
relaxed performance center everyone, a younger crowd
that specializes in exotic food typifies the night hours.
and hot drinks.
"They [coffee houses] proShy LeYoung, an employee vide an alternative atmosat Cafe Shadeau on the corner phere for people," Papavasiof Wooster Street and South lopoulos said. "Night is when
College Drive, said the the real identity of Cosmos
Shadeau offers many shines through. It's a really
different varieties of food in- liberal environment."
Some of the events designed
cluding Mediterranean, Italian, French and German.
to draw such customers in"We have a comprehensive clude poetry readings, musselection," LeYoung said. "We cial performances and art exsell a lot of salads and healthy hibits.
food."
See COf FEE, page ten.
A variety of selections is

vM2
IBCP COUNTRY CLUB
IMtO SHOP SALE!

UNBELIEVABLE
Prices on all Clothing!

Ninety-eight percent of the
people interviewed by the Gallup
Organization said they want at
least their oldest child to go to
college. Yet only 82 percent of
the respondents believe their
oldest child actually will be able
to enter college.
Rose writes in his summary of
the poll for the September issue
of Phi Delta Kappan that more
than one-third more students will
enter colleges by the year 2010.
This will hold down tuition increases, economist Richard Hokenson predicted, because many
universities run on fixed operat-

Choose From:
-Ashworth
-Antigua
-Reebok
-Carlyle
-izod
And more.

't6Ul6St;,„:
selection of
^Cirolfofto^*?
DottM DeeV

w*S.

r jpa«*~~r t
■*£->-—w -'

923 FairvLew Ave.
352-5546

Happy Hours!
Mon.- Sat. Noon- 9 p.m.
Sun 5 p.m.- 9 p.m.

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

x

♦ Pool

nrrr;

»Vidco Games

• PingPong

'Pinball

UPDATE

Party Time

Dining hall
jobs flexible
for students
Kelly Miele
The BC News

University Food Operations
offer students flexible working
hours to eam some extra money
for college expenses or even
spending money.
Heather Milness, a freshman
elementary education major,
found work at McDonald Dining
Hall.
"They'll work around my
schedule and they'd understand
if conflicts with work came up,"
Milness said.
Food Operation employees
work three shifts a week and
they must work every other
weekend. The job entails bussing, mopping, serving and dishwashing.
"I wish the wage was higher
than $4.35 per hour because it
takes a lot out of you," Milness
said.
Stephanie Schindler, a junior
art history major, works at
Harshman dining hall. She works
two days a week and every other
weekend.
Schindler has worked at the
dining hall for three semesters
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and now makes $4.55 an hour. It
is the only place she's found that
allows her to work between her
classes.
Erik Nyquist, a senior creative
writing major, works in Prout
dining hall. Nyquist recommends
the job for people not looking for
full-time work. In addition, The
Pheasant Room and the University Union do not require students
to work a certain amount of
shifts a week.

"They'll work around
my schedule and
they'd understand if
conficts with work
came up."
Heather MilIness
freshman elementary education
major

The Pheasant Room looks for
people with leadership qualities
and outgoing personalities, said
Flo Klopfcnstein, coordinator of
The Pheasant Room. There are
still positions available in the dining halls and interested students
should inquire at the specific
places.

RESTAURANT

APPholo

Visitors by the tens of thousands throng the lanes of the Oktoberfest in Munich Saturday, Sept. 16, as
the world's largest beer festival was In full swing on its opening day.

COFFEE

Turkey Melt

Continued from page nine.

Grilled turkey breast and
bacon with tomato and
American cheese served
on sourdough bread

"We have an open-microphone
poetry night," LeYoung said.
"And every Thursday, we have a
jazz band come in."

•Sandwich $3.49
Add Coleslaw&
French Fries
•For $1.99

1726 E. Wooster
(Located Behind BP)

We ifl^^^f-

In addition to jazz, some of the
local bands that have played at
both The Cafe Shadeau and Cosmos are The Jinkies, Pie, The
Kind and Parallax View. Customers can look at local original
artwork inside on the walls of
Cosmos.
"We usually have different exhibits up from various artists

around the area," Papavasilopoulos said. "We change it pretty
often."
Overall, coffee houses still
offer a comfortable, familiar atmosphere.
"A lot of people say this place [
The Cafe Shadeau] reminds them
of Cheers," LeYoung said. "Kind
of homey, no surface tension."
Papavasilopoulos said the comfortable atmosphere keeps customers coming back.
"We liave a lot of regulars," he
said.
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HUMOR

Lean Times

Continued from page eight.

CALDOR

Ar Pholo/Stcvc Miller
An unidentified shopper heads toward a Caldor store in Rocky Hill, Conn. Caldor, a large Northeast
discount department store chain, sought protection from creditors in bankruptcy court Monday.

NCAA avoids lawsuit; r
clarifies prayer policy j

"Me definitely was satiated
with pizza."
The class laughs again.
"So more is not always better,"
he says and launches into an explanation of utility theory using
the gluttonous boy as a recurring
example. The students in the
class, even those who were puzzled at the start of his story, look
like they understand, and they
are amused, too.
Ron Brown, a physics professor at the State University of
New York-Oswego, uses similar
tactics, but he tells jokes. Hear
about the restaurant on the
moon? Great service but no atmosphere. What about the orchestra leader who stuck his baton in an electrical socket? Nothing happened to him beause he
was a poor conductor.
"Sure that's corny, but I can't
help it," Brown said. "Look,
would you rather have me write a
formula on the board and say,
'Know this, or you flunk?' Physics doesn't have to be boring and
dull and uninteresting. It should
be fun."
Both Walenciak and Brown
share the sentiments of a growing number of professors across
the nation who use humor as a
teaching tool in their classes.
When topics get dry and attention spans start to wane, humor
can liven it up.

r."rt%vvvv.vvvvvvv.vvvvvw>"yviooooooooo

dents at a press conference at the after scoring touchdowns, reschool on Aug. 31, the day he and moving their helmets to pose for
LYNCHBURG, Va - Liberty the players asked a U.S. District cameras and excessively tauntUniversity's football coach and judge for a temporary restrain- ing opponents.
several players dropped their ing order against the rule.
An NCAA spokesman said the
lawsuit against the National ColThe NCAA instituted the organization does not want to
legiate Athletic Association after sportsmanship regulations three eliminate enthusiasm about the
the NCAA issued a "clarifica- years ago when a growing num- game but seeks to limit players'
tion" of its policies for praying ber of players began choreo- "excessive celebrations" that
on the field.
graphing fancy dance moves draw too much attention to them.
The university, founded by
Jerry Falwell, filed a lawsuit
Aug. 31 in federal court alleging
a NCAA rule against praying
after games is unconstitutional.
Sam Rutigliano, coach of the
Christian university's Division
I-AA Flames, and four of his
players wanted to challenge a
NCAA sportsmanship regulation
352-9780
893 S. Main St.
that says kneeling in prayer after
Monday Free Pool on Four Tables
scoring a touchdown is unsand Monday Night Football on Big Screen TV
portsmanlike.
Tuesday Mug Nile (50 Cent Dralls)
The lawsuit claimed the NCAA
Wednesday • Dart Ball
rule violates both freedom of reThursday - Dimers 7-9; Karaoke 9 close
ligion and the 1964 Civil Rights
Friday - Band
Act.
Salurday Band
"Why should you - the NCAA Sunday Latino Nile
tell me where I need to pray?"
Now Se'ving Food Dai'y 11-7
Rutigliano told about ISO stu-

TAKEOUT

College Press Service

354-2272
Woodland Mall, Bowling Green

! Spaghetti or
Large
Manacotti
2 Item
Dinner with Garlic
Bread, Sm Salad &
Pizza only Medium
Drink

$11.99
exp 12/31/95_

Any Sub &
iMed.
Beverage
$4.29

,$4.99

exp 12/31/95

1 Slice Stuffed
Pizza &
Med. Drink
exp 12/31/95

$3.75

mm

353-7272

(PAPA)
Bowling Green &
BGSU Capmpus
826 S. Main

&di*vU*4 7Ze>7&Uecf7%*t*(
Drinks:
Ham
Pepperoni
Sausage
Italian Sausage
Ground Beef
Pineapple
Bacon

Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Mushrooms
Black Olives
Green Peppers
JalapenoPeppers
Banana Pepper

Can
60C
2-Liters
$1.70
Extras
30e
Extra Pepperoncini
Special Garlic Sauce
Nacho Cheese
Sauce
12OZ.

Coca-Cola classic
Sprite
Diet Coke
Root Beer
Nestea icetea

TWICE AS NICE SPECIALS
Two 14" Lapge

Two 10" Small
ChusiePizza
One lopping
Two Toppings
Three Toppings

11.25
1105
14.85
1B.65

II~. ~1 ~

S7.25

a. $12,95

One Topping

l .p-i 30Doyi. No« Void wild ony oik.
©hV. VcJid only ol portopoliig locoi-oni
C ii>c~* poyi oil ooplicabU lain hn.
Additional leppingi oiffc

NIFTY NINE FIFTY
One Extra Large
Two Toppings

$9.sa

All the Mean
IhsWorkt;
Extra Toppings

Frta Pspperoncinlt

Breod Sticks.... 1.90

Cheesesticks....3.40

Delicious oven-baked sticks with plenty of
Papa John's Special Garlic Sauce & Nacho
Cheese Sauce

COLD & HOT SUBS

A Chicago-cut taste smoothered in |
cheese & Special Garlic Sauce

HSBRTAD

TOR DOUBLE MEAT ADD
ADO B«CON TO ANY SUB

BMT am, genaa salarnl. M°re'vni, BBlaflMl
SUBWAY CLUB (roast PUBI, lute, ham!
SPICY ITALIAN fqenoa salami, pepperonii
COLD CUT COMBO [horn, salami, bologna)
VEGGIES & CHFFSE

TUNA
SEAFOOD 8, CRAB
TURKEY BREAST
HAM* CHEESE
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY a HAM
STEAK » CHEESE
• MEATBALL
•

One
Large
One Topping
OR

PIZ7A
SUBWAY MELT HurKov ham

bacon, cheese!

SIX
INCH

FOOT
' roan

100
50

200
1.00

_2JS
3.09
_229_
1.89
1.49
269
329
-2-53
2.49
_2J2
2.69

_4J2_
4.79

ftSpoctal Garlic Sauce
E*(MT«I 30 Doyi. Nd VoW with ony ofhor
oHor Void only ol portkipohng locotioni
Cuiloma'payt oil opplicobl* Man '-•.
Addi*QiMiI Icpfxngi O»*ro

Two TENS FOR TEN
Two Small
Two Toppings

$10.00
L>p>H 30 Doyi. No« Volid -* any e*W
oBor. VBU only ol porticipoling location!
Cui'omw poyt oil opplxobU MBS tat
Additional lopp-ngt Htfft

What A Meal
On* Lorge One Topping

One Large
with The Works

$9.85
Add A Second
Large Two Toppings

$5.00
tUpTa* 30 Deyi. Nol Void -.* a"/ o*v
oHo>. Valid only al poni<ipo<ing locolioni
Cui'o">*f payi oil oppfcobW IOUI loi
Addilioool toppmgi •■'■■i

One Large
Double Pepperon

& Breadsfick* & a Two Liter of
Coca-Cofo® etastk

S10.95
Frw Peppwoncmis
ftSpoclal Giric Sauce
I«P>nM 30 Ooy». Not Val^ »ifh ony o>H*r
o"» Valid only ol part* i pa ting, lotoSom.
Cuitomar poyi oil opplxobU »!•» >ai
Additional Mppmgt «it>o

S7.su
Fpts PepporonoiiB
SSpeciJI Garlic Sauce
EaplnM 10 Ooyi. Nol Void wiin ony otHor
oHor Void only oi pankcipoiiHg locohons.
Cmlonw poyt oil opplicabla lot* toi
Additional loppingi •*»

3 59

2 99
2,29
399
499
3 99
3,79
3 99
3,99

w
2,09

an

_L22
3,99

4,79

4" ROUND SANDWICHES
SEAFOOD 8 CRAB
TURKEY BREAST
ROAST REEF
TUNA
HAM

KID'S PAK

1,59
_L22
_L29.

PEPPERONI
BOIOGNA
CHEESE

-92_
-Z3_

Includes: 4" Round Sandwich • Drink
• Cookie $1.99 (ages 12 and under)

ALL SUBS & SALADS
INCLUDE:

PLUS ON
REQUEST:

4" ROUNDS
INCLUDE:

, CHEESE
. ONIONS

• MUSTARD

•
■
•
•
•

■ LETTUCE
i TOMATOES
PICKLES

GREEN PEPPERS
OLIVES
SALT
PEPPER
Ol

Aakforoataila
• Sack ol Sub.
• Giant Sub.
• Planon
loaal tor partial

DAILY DEALS

" Prlca. Sub|act To Criane*

- MAYONNAISE
• HOT PEPPERS
■ VINEGAR

527 E. Wooster 352-8500
Woodland Mall 352-7279
1602 E. Wooster 354-2800
(inside Barneys)

LMtuca
Tomato
PlcUa
MaronnaMt
San&Pappar

EXTRAS:
- EactiVagatabiaFra*
• Cneat.20.
- Bacon SO.

Offered Everyday

#1 12" BMT, Chips, Medium Drink $4.99
#2 6" Club, Chips, Medium Drink $3.99
#3 12" Cold Cut Combo, Chips, Medium Drink

828 S. Main 354-2608
(reopened under new mgt.)
1091 N. Main 352-5505
(inside Barneys)

IV sv»w<

#4 6" Meatball, Chips. Medium Drink

>,. .♦.*• w <.".••.',. MSVM*>

$3

"

